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Regional Center

Miami

The City of Miami serves as the county seat and is the principal city of Miami-Dade County, the
eighth most populous county in the nation with approximately 2.5 million people. With the most
diverse, well-used transit system in the state, the City of Miami transit system includes heavy rail,
light rail, BRT, local bus, and trolley services. The Government Center, which is in the heart of the
downtown area, provides access to Metrorail, Metromover, and Metrobus operations. The Government Center Station is the focus of the Regional Center place type analysis.
History of Miami
The Miami area has been settled for thousands
of years by people from diverse cultures, including Tequesta and Seminole Native Americans,
Spanish explorers, and freed slaves. Though
Florida was ceded to the United States from
Spain in 1821, it was not until the 1870s that
settlement of the area began in earnest. Julia
Tuttle, a wealthy citrus grower, is largely credited with the evolution of the “Biscayne Bay
Country” into a city due to her successful efforts
to attract railroad service to the area. The freezing winters of 1894 and 1895 virtually destroyed the citrus industry in the northern part
of the state, but left Miami unscathed. Ms. Tuttle famously lured Henry Flagler and his railroad south to Miami by sending him fresh
orange blossoms and an offer of land. In April
of 1896, the railroad arrived in Miami, and later
that year, the city of Miami was incorporated.

Biscayne Boulevard is a major north-south thoroughfare
in downtown Miami, bordering the waterfront and arena.

The city prospered until the effects of a terrible
hurricane in 1926, the collapse of the Florida
land boom, and the Great Depression combined
to stunt growth. Like many areas in the nation,
World War II revived the area and steady
growth resumed. In 1959, the rise of Fidel Castro in Cuba brought an influx of Cuban exiles
into Miami. In 1980, the Mariel Boatlift, the
largest nonmilitary naval action in history,
brought 125,000 Cubans to the US. The CubanAmerican population continues to define both
Miami demographics and culture to this day.
Miami has grown to be a major US center for
international finance, commerce, culture, and
fashion. Miami is now the 42nd largest city in
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The JW Marriott Marquis Miami and Hotel Beaux Arts are
part of the Wells Fargo Center, which includes 750,000
sf. of Class A office space.
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the US and is the principal city of the eighthmost populous county in the country. MiamiDade County has approximately 2.5 million
people. Due to both its location and position in
international trade, the city is considered the
“Epicenter of the Americas.”
In the last fifteen years, the City of Miami has
taken great care to steer growth to create a livable downtown that is also a center for international commerce, culture, and tourism.
Planning efforts have focused on bicycle infrastructure, public open space, the urban tree
canopy, streetscapes, facilitating development,
and the manner in which buildings shape the
city. These initiatives help guide both private
development and public investment to reinforce
the attractive, multi-modal environment. In
2009, the “Miami 21” effort overhauled the
zoning code using a “Smart Code” framework
to facilitate development that responds in form
and intensity to the unique characteristics in different areas of the city.
Miami is considered “The Epicenter of the
Americas” for good reason. The diverse array
of both national and international investors, visitors, and commerce has positioned the down-

town to defy the national economic downturn.
Class A Office space inventory is estimated to
be around 18 million square feet, including
more than 1.2 million square feet added in the
last building boom.
“International tenants have helped 1450
Brickell reach 77% occupancy in just 21
months on the market during one of the worst
commercial real estate environments that
Downtown Miami has ever experienced”
LeClaire, J. “Foreign Investment Spurs Next Boom,”
Real Estate Forum, April 2012
(www.reforum-digital.com)

Like many Florida cities, downtown Miami underwent a housing boom in the last decade, with
22,785 condo units built since 2003. Unlike
many other cities in Florida, however, a robust
rental market demand continues to drive up the
occupancy levels of the new downtown condominiums. According to the Residential Closings and Occupancy Study (December 2011)
conducted on behalf of the MDDA, the occupancy rate of downtown residential units is currently estimated at 93%. High residential
occupancy rates continue to support other uses

Miami is Planning for the Future
DWNTWN Miami…Epicenter of the Americas 2025
Miami 21 (2009)
Downtown Miami Master Plan(2009)
Road Map to Success Downtown Master Plan Study (2009)
Downtown Miami Master Plan Study (2009)
Miami-Dade County Aesthetics Master Plan (2009)
Residential Closings & Occupancy study (2009)
Miami Bicycle Master Plan (2009)
A Greenprint for Our Future: The Miami-Dade Street Tree Master Plan (2007)
Museum Park Plan (2007)
Parks & Open Space s Plan (2006)
Brickell Area Streetscape Implementation Guidelines (2005), CRA Master Plans (2004/2006),
Miami River Greenway Action Plan (2000)
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as well. The influx of households into the
downtown area expands opportunities for retail,
services, and restaurants, increasing livability
and attracting interest in more residential development.

Metromover passes through one of the new condominiums in downtown Miami.

History of Miami Transit
In 1960, the Miami-Dade County Commission
established the Metropolitan Transit Authority
to unify the different transit operations that existed at the time into one countywide service.
The adopting ordinance provided for the purchase, development, and operation of mass transit by the county. As a result, the Miami Transit
Company, Miami Beach Railway Company,
South Miami Coach Lines, and the Keys Transit
Company were managed by a single entity. In
1962, voters approved by more than a two-toone margin, a $9 million revenue bond to finance a unified transit system. Voters continued
to support mass transit in 1972 by approving,
again by a two-to-one margin, a $135 million
“Decade of Progress” bond to provide the local
share for a rapid transit construction plus an expanded bus service.
By the mid 1970s, the county population exceeded 1.4 million people and the rapid transit
Florida TOD Guidebook
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“Miami has become an urban city that is attractive because of its globalization, infrastructure, and amenities” - Tere Blanca
LeClaire, J. “Foreign Investment Spurs Next Boom,”
Real Estate Forum, April 2012
(www.reforum-digital.com)

system to serve the expanding growth was
planned. The Urban Mass Transportation Administration of the USDOT (now the Federal
Transit Administration) committed to financing
80% ($575 million) of the construction cost,
with the State DOT and the County splitting the
remaining 20%. Once again, County voters
reaffirmed their desire for a balanced transportation system by voting down a referendum
intended to stop further spending on the rapid
transit system.
In 1979, with input by the Downtown People
Mover Policy Committee, which was comprised of representatives from public agencies,
private business organizations, and the general
public, the downtown Metromover alignment
was finalized. Groundbreaking for the first
phase of the new system was held at the University of Miami station site. In May of 1984,
the Government Center Station was officially
dedicated, and Metrorail service was launched.
Today, Miami-Dade Transit (MDT) operates the
14th largest transit system in the country and
the largest system in Florida. With a population
of around 2.5 million, MDT provides for nearly
15% of the population’s daily mode of transportation. MDT ridership exceeds 336,000 passengers per month on four transit modes: heavy
rail (Metrorail), automated people-mover
(Metromover), bus (Metrobus), and on-demand
service (Special Transportation Services).
Metrobus services include bus rapid transit,
limited stop express, local, and circulator services.
December 2012
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Metrorail is a 22.4-mile heavy rail system serving 22 stations, running on a primarily elevated
structure. Metrorail averages 61,700 boardings
per day and operates on 7.5-minute headways
during peak hours, with 15-minute headways at
midday, and 30-minute headways during
evening hours, weekends, and holidays.
Metrorail interfaces with two other passenger
systems: (1) Tri-Rail, an inter-city commuter
service providing access north to cities in
Broward and Palm Beach Counties, and (2) the
Metromover, which is an elevated light rail, automated system that services 20 stations using
three loops. Metromover is free of charge and
services major destinations in the downtown
area. The system operates on 1.5-minute headways during peak hours, every 3 minutes during
off-peak hours and on weekends and holidays.
In April 2009, construction began on a 2.4 mile
extension of the existing Metrorail line to the
Miami International Airport for a new station at
the Miami Intermodal Center (MIC). The MIC
will be a multimodal transfer hub for the airport,
Metrobus, Metrorail, Tri-Rail, Amtrak, rental
car businesses, and chartered bus services. An
automated people mover began operating in
September of 2011, providing direct access to
the airport from the MIC.
TOP: A map of the Metrorail system
with the Government Center station
marked in red.
BOTTOM: A Map of the Miami Intermodal Center currently under construction. The MIC will provide access
to the Miami International Airport, Amtrak, Tri-Rail, Metrorail, Metrobus, and
various rental car providers.
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Government Center Station
The Government Center Metrorail Station is located within the Stephen P. Clark Government
Center, a 31-story building containing the headquarters of the Miami-Dade County government. A major bus transfer station is located
one block south of the Government Center
building. Considered together, the significant
multi-modal transit hub is the focus for this
evaluation.
Many other local, state, and federal government
offices (including both the Dade County and
Miami Federal courthouses) are located in the
surrounding area, establishing a significant employment center. The core of the financial and
professional office district is located in the
southeast quadrant. Bayfront Park and Biscayne Bay border the study area to the east.
Residential uses are generally located at the periphery of the study area, taking advantage of
water views of the bay and the Miami River.

A map of the Metrorail and Metromover routes servicing
the Government Center Station. Government Center Station is a hub for both systems and provides interconnections to Metrobus stops and a transfer station just south
of the building. The station area is centered between the
heavy and light rail transit and the bus transfer station.
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Within Miami-Dade County, downtown Miami
has the highest concentration of transit activity.
Service coverage is provided throughout the
downtown using 53 routes and a system providing easy access to Metrorail, Metromover, and
Metrobus. Within the overall system, the Government Center Station is the most active station. The MDT Ridership Technical Report for
February 2012 noted monthly Metrorail boardings were 267,687, which exceeds the next
highest station in the system (Dadeland South)
by more than 100,000 boardings. In the same
month, the Metromover had 187,242 boardings,
which is almost 2.5 times the next highest station (Omni). The bus transfer station provides
connections to 19 Metrobus routes, including
the “Night Owl” and “Midnight Owl” routes,
which provide transportation between 12 a.m.
and 4:30 a.m.
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Express Inter-City Passenger Rail Service
“All Aboard Florida,” a project of Florida East
Coast Industries (an affiliate of the FEC Railway) recently announced plans to start a private,
limited-stop, premium passenger service between Miami and Orlando. Four stops are proposed for daily service, including Miami, Ft.
Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, and Orlando.
The $1 billion project would use 200 miles of
FEC track between Miami and Cocoa Beach,
then build 40 miles of track to Orlando. The All
Aboard Florida Miami-to-Orlando route is similar to what would have been the second leg of
the faster high-speed train system that was previously awarded funding by the FTA, which
was rejected by Gov. Scott in 2011, who cited
concerns about the longterm costs to taxpayers.
The new passenger service is proposed to start
in 2014 and would deliver a passenger from
South Florida to Orlando in about three hours.
The Miami-Orlando route could ferry cruise
line passengers from Orlando International Airport to South Florida’s ports, as well as provide
mobility for tourists from South Florida to Disney World and other Orlando-area attractions.
Connections to airports, seaports, and existing
rail systems such as Tri-Rail and Metrorail are
planned to ensure the success of the new service.
"It's a huge plus for our business," said Nicki
Grossman, president of the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau.
"It opens doors for us to market to new visitors. That is the key to our success."
Turnbell, M. “Florida East Coast Industries plans
Miami-Orlando Passenger Service by 2014,” Sun
Sentinel, March 23, 2012
(www.articles.sun-sentinel.com)
TOP: A view looking north from the Government Center station of under-developed parcels containing parking lots located just east of the Metrorail line. BOTTOM: The center of the Government Center Station area is marked with a red
dot. The yellow lines indicate existing Metrorail and Metromover lines and the pink line demarcates the FEC Railroad.
More than eight acres of land (shaded red) are currently under common ownership. The location adjacent to the Metrorail and the FEC, combined with the current predominant use as parking, suggest a significant opportunity for TOD.
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The City of Miami is located in MiamiDade County.

Regional Center Place Type: Miami
County:

Miami-Dade

Local Agencies:

MDDA, Southeast Overtown/Park West CRA

Population:

399,457

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

10.2%

Median Age:

37

Parks at the Government Center, such as
the one pictured above, provide attractive
places to wait for bus service.

Median Annual Household Income: $29,621
Existing Transit Service

Metrorail, Metromover, Metrobus

Planned Transit Service

FEC “All Aboard Florida” Commuter Service

Transit Agencies:

Miami-Dade Transit

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

46,211 jobs and units

Residential Units:

9,509 units

Gross Residential Density:

18 du/ac.

Employment:

36,702 jobs

Employment per Acre:

68 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

3.9 : 1

Building Height By Stories

2 to 56

Number of Intersections:

113 (approximately 134 /sq.mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1,300 to 2,800 ft.
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A pedestrian route under the elevated
Metrorail system shortens the walking
distance around the Government Center.
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Block Structure

Government
Center

FPL

The block structure of downtown Miami is dense and interconnected. A significant amount of the study area accommodates I-95. Since I-95 is raised in this part of the city, the street network is not interrupted and continues below the elevated highway. Generally, blocks are a walkable scale. One of the largest blocks contains the Government Center
Metrorail station; however, a series of parks and paths shorten pedestrian routes. The FPL facility by the Miami River
creates the largest block in downtown.
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Figure Ground

FPL

The downtown urban core is clearly visible in the figure ground study, extending eastward from the Government Center
Station to Biscayne Blvd. The low-rise residential neighborhood located south and west of the Miami River appears
fairly complete. The northwest quadrant appears to have the greatest availability of land for potential infill redevelopment.
An FPL facility is located by the Miami River in the southern part of the station area.
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Under the current allocation of land uses, 24.9% of the study
area has a residential component. Approximately 62% is nonresidential use, with 3% dedicated to parks and recreation,
and almost 10% of the station area land currently vacant.
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Future Land Use

The predominant future land uses of Central Business District (CBD),
Restricted Commercial, and Major Institutional allow mixed use, with
the CBD allowing the widest range. FAR is perscribed at 37.0 to 40.0,
and density is generally 500 du/ac.
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Residential Units

458 du/ac

7 du/ac

162 du/ac

The City of Miami added almost 23,000 new condominiums since 2003. The larger projects are located at the
periphery of the station area taking advantage of water
views of Biscayne Bay and the Miami River. Little Havana
is located across the Miami River in the southwest quadrant and is generally comprised of one to three-story
neighborhood fabric.
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Residential Density

Largely due to the significant amount of government development, few residences are located in the core station
area. As such, the residential density does not reach 1
unit/acre within the first 1/4-mile around the station, well
below Regional Center station targets. In the 1/2-mile radius station area, residential density increases to 18
units/acre.
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Non-Residential Intensity

The major institutions and central business district are evident in the non-residential intensity study of the station
area. Non-residential uses are clustered around the station, particularly in the northeast quadrant.
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Employment Intensity

The current employment within the station area is estimated at almost 37,000 jobs. Though this figure is well below
the 60,000 jobs a Regional Center with Miami’s transit infrastructure could support, ample opportunities for growth
exist. The Figure Ground study reveals significant infill sites both north and south of the station. The downtown
could easily reach regional center employment levels at full build out.
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Transit Service

Historic Overtown/
Lyric Theater
Station

Government
Center Station

Downtown Miami has a high concentration of transit activity. MDT provides access to Metrorail, Metromover,
and Metrobus using 53 routes. Within the MDT system,
the Government Center Station is the most active station. A new private commuter service option using the
FEC is currently under study.
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TOD Strategies
The City has been actively improving the existing infrastructure and planning for a multimodal, TOD-supportive future for well over a
decade. The City’s adopted Comprehensive
plan establishes land use policies with the appropriate mix of uses and density levels for a
Regional Center served by a wide range of transit options, which in this case includes Metrorail
(a heavy rail system). In addition, policies like
LU-1.1.7 cleary state this intent:
Land development regulations and policies will allow for the development and
redevelopment of well-designed mixeduse neighborhoods that provide for the
full range of residential, office,
live/work spaces, neighborhood retail,
and community facilities in a walkable
area and that are amenable to a variety
of transportation modes, including
pedestrianism, bicycles, automobiles,
and mass transit.

Attractive streetscapes create a pleasant pedestrian environment in downtown Miami.

The visionary City leadership is well-supported
by a sophisticated staff and inter-agency coordination with the MDDA and MDT. Investment
and efforts to create a world-class city include
well-designed streetscapes and parks, and a recent initiative to treat the Miami River as both
an amenity and transportation opportunity. The
Miami River Corridor Urban Infill Plan, for example, points out that more than 27 miles of
multi-modal transportation infrastructure exists
or is planned for the Miami River. The waterway network includes 5.5 miles of waterway,
11 miles of roadway, and 11 miles of greenway.
Combined with the existing Metrorail, Metromover, bus lines and the future Miami-Intermodal Center, the Miami River Corridor has the
potential to establish yet another transportation
option serving the downtown.

A pedestrian pathway along the Miami River.

A view looking west of the study area. The Bank of America building (on the left) is 47 stories high. The Government Center building is visible in background.
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Miami 21 & TOD
The City recently completed a major planning
initiative called Miami 21. Miami 21 represents
“Miami of the 21st Century” and sets forth a vision for the city supported by specific guidelines and regulations to ensure future
generations have the benefits of well-balanced
neighborhoods and rich quality of life. Miami
21 takes into account integral factors that make
each area within the City a unique, vibrant place
to live, learn, work, and play.
In order to ensure the plan responded to the
needs of the diverse areas and stakeholders in
the City, Miami 21 was crafted with tremendous
public participation, with more than 500 public
meetings in the four-year process. The vision
is implemented by the Miami 21 Zoning Code,
a form-based code guided by New Urbanist and
Smart Growth principles.
The Miami 21 code is a form-based code. Its
regulations focus on the relationship between
the street and buildings to achieve a high-quality urban form. By controlling the physical
form of development, a lesser focus on regulating land uses is possible, engendering a mixeduse environment. Miami 21 uses transect zones
to customize the regulations to reinforce unique
characteristics and to provide appropriate levels
of density and intensity to each area of the city.
The map on the following page shows the
Miami 21 zoning designations for the study
area. Most of the station area is located within
a T-6 Open zone. In this zone, a wide range of
uses are permitted, including office, retail, and
residential. FAR ranges from 5 to 7. Residential densities of 300-1000 dwelling units per
acre are permitted in these zones.

FL TOD
Framework Site
Level Measure

FAR

Density
du/ac

Regional Center
with Heavy Rail

4.0-6.0

85-115

Miami 21
Transect Zone

FAR

Density
du/ac

T6-80-O

24

1000

T6-60a-O

11

300

T6-36b-O

22

500

T6-8 O

5

150

CI

8

N/A

CS

N/A

N/A

Station area, as well as most of the downtown
core, is identified as a TOD area. As such, the
code offers development in the area the benefit
of reduced or fully alleviated parking requirements, depending on the specific use.
The Government Center station area is a successful Regional Center as it exists today. It is
the busiest in the Metro-Dade Transit system, is
supported by a walkable, interconnected block
system, and provides access to a wide range of
uses. The Miami 21 Code provides the framework to facilitate continued mixed-use and
high-density residential development over time.
It is important to note that under-developed
areas in the urban core, including land directly
adjacent to the Metrorail and the potential new
FEC service, have the highest zoning designation and offer tremendous opportunity for additional TOD. Already successful, the
Government Center station area is expected to
continue to redevelop to meet or exceed the
identified Regional Center station area targets.

In addition, the code recognizes the benefit of a
transit-supportive environment by clearly identifying TOD areas. The Government Center
December 2012
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Downtown Miami
was rezoned in the
Miami21 effort into a
transect-based
code. Most of the
station area is in a T6 zone, with permitted building heights
ranging from 8 to 80
stories in height.

Government
Center Station

Source: Miami 21 Atlas-As Adopted
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Government Center
Station

Miami 21 Zoning Code - TOD Policies
For Residential, Office & Lodging Uses:
Parking ratio may be reduced within ½ mile radius of TOD or within ¼ mile
radius of a Transit Corridor by thirty percent (30%) by process of Waiver,
except when T6 is within 500 feet of T3.
For Residential Uses:
In T6-60 & T6-80, parking for residential Uses located within 1,000 feet of
a Metrorail or Metromover station shall not be required.
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Orlando

The City of Orlando, serving as the county seat of Orange County, is a primary city within the State
of Florida and one of the world’s most popular destinations. The Orlando metro area boasts a population of more than two million, making it the third largest metro area in Florida. Orlando is the
fifth largest city in Florida and is the state’s largest inland city. The City is a key partner in the development of the SunRail commuter system, which is currently under construction. The “Church
Street Station” station, which is in the heart of the downtown area, is the focus of the Regional
Center place type analysis.
History of Orlando
Orlando’s history as a modern settlement dates
back to 1838 and the height of the Seminole
Wars. The U.S. Army built Fort Gatlin south of
the present day Orlando City limits to protect
settlers from attacks by Indians. In the 1850s,
the ensuing community became originally
known as “Jernigan,” named for a founding
family in the area, evolving into “Orlando,”
which legend suggests was the name of a particularly brave soldier who helped protect the
settlement from attack. The Town of Orlando
was incorporated in 1875 with 85 inhabitants,
22 of whom were qualified voters.
Once established, the area became a hub for cattle ranching and the citrus industry and, by the
1900s, a resort destination as well. World War
II changed the complexion of the City, bringing
a significant military presence. Army personnel
stationed at local bases became permanent residents after the war. Two air force bases were
located southeast of the downtown and in the
late 1960s, a naval training center was added to
the military job base. Lockheed Martin, a
prominent aerospace/defense company, was established in the post-war recovery, and the military/industrial relationship was expanded with
commuter relationships to Patrick Air Force
Base, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, and the
Kennedy Space Center.
What many note as the most critical event for
Orlando’s economy occurred in 1965 when
Walt Disney announced plans to build Walt Disney World. The now-famous amusement park
Florida TOD Guidebook
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Welcome to Orlando sign

Sumter County's exhibit at Orlando's first agricultural and
livestock fair displays boxes of oranges and grapefruit in
1886. Image Source: Excerpt from "Historic Photos of Orlando" by Joy Wallace Dickinson, Courtesy of the State
Library and Archives of Florida.

A view of Cinderella's Castle at the Magic Kingdom, the
first part of Walt Disney World to open in 1971. Image
Source: Excerpt from "Historic Photos of Orlando" by Joy
Wallace Dickinson, Courtesy of the State Library and
Archives of Florida.
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and vacation resort opened in 1971, which
sparked an explosion of population and economic growth for the Orlando metropolitan area
(including Orange, Seminole, and Osceola
counties). In 1970, Orlando International Airport, built from a former air force base, began
offering scheduled flights and ultimately became one of the world’s most heavily travelled
airports. Tourism continues to dominate the
area’s economic profile.
Today, Orlando is nicknamed “The City Beautiful” and is known as an international tourist
and commercial destination. The Orlando
metro area includes some of the world’s most
popular theme parks, including Universal Studios Florida and Sea World in addition to the
Walt Disney World Resort and a complement of
entertainment and retail establishments along
International Drive. The area’s famous attractions form the backbone of Orlando's tourism
industry, making the city one of the most visited
in the United States.

Orlando’s nickname as “The City Beautiful” is depicted on
a vintage postcard. Image Source: www.floridamemory.com

The Orlando metro area is home to the Orange
County Convention Center, which is the second
largest convention facility in America. With
more than 200 events annually, the convention
center attracts roughly 1.4 million attendees per
year. Given these significant area destinations,
Orlando attracts more than 51 million tourists

In addition to the tourist destinations, Orlando
has been expanding its institutional and research
facilities. The University of Central Florida’s
main campus is located in Orange County. Its
enrollment of nearly 59,000 students makes it
the second largest university in the United
States in terms of enrollment (as of 2011). With

annually, 3.6 million of which are international
tourists. Its airport, the Orlando International
Airport (MCO), is now the thirteenth busiest
airport in the United States and the 29th busiest
in the world.

A view of the North/South building at the Convention Center from www.occc.net.
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an expanding student population as well as oncampus athletics, UCF employs more than
10,150 faculty and staff.
Orlando has also invested in its development as
a life science hub. The City is one of two
worldwide that is developing a multi-user
“medical city,” for which the City has identified
both UCF and the University of Florida, research institutes, hospitals, and medical centers
as anchor uses, as well as the Sanford-Burnham
Medical Research Institute. There are more
than 150 biotechnology and life science businesses in and around Orlando’s life science hub.

A view of a tree-lined street with on-street parking in the
downtown area.

development activity in the Orlando area, but
not in the downtown. While the downtown office market expanded with new office towers,
historic hotels crumbled and were eventually
demolished. The residential population and retail establishments began to suburbanize, and
the downtown began to decline. Interstate Four
(I-4), the state’s first interstate highway, opened
in the late 1960s, further dividing the downtown
neighborhoods.

Downtown Orlando
The area generally known as “Downtown Orlando” encompasses roughly five square miles
in the heart of Orange County. The core of the
city began with the construction of Fort Gatlin
in 1838, but the city shifted its center to today’s
Church Street when the “Town of Orlando” was
incorporated. Church Street grew into a commercial hub for Orlando’s pioneers. By the late
1920s, the downtown included a public library,
municipal auditorium, and several grand hotels
serving a population of roughly 20,000.
When Walt Disney World opened in 1971, the
amusement park complex spurred significant

To reverse the flight of people and capital investment, the City’s redevelopment efforts
began in the 1970s and continue into the modern era. The Orlando Downtown Development
Board (DDB) was created in 1971 and a community redevelopment agency in 1982. These
agencies helped the City focus its redevelop-

As depicted in this aerial photograph of downtown Orlando in 1947, the urban core of the City was planned with
an orderly arrangement of streets and blocks, which continues today, adding to the City’s walkability. Source:
www.floridamemory.com

The Amway Center, a 20-000-seat regional entertainment
facility owned and operated by the City of Orlando, located west of I-4 and the Church Street Station SunRail
stop, is the home court of the Orlando Magic basketball
team. Source: www.hospitality.about.com
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ment efforts, adding specialized financing, dealmaking, marketing, and development skills. In
1974, “Rosie O’Grady’s” was opened as a tourist attraction at Church Street Station. Several
skyscrapers were constructed in the 1980s,
which became a trend for the downtown. 42
skyscrapers frame the current skyline in the
downtown. The City began to invest heavily in
public spaces, such as Lake Eola Park and its
Walt Disney Amphitheatre, a new downtown
City Hall, and a budding network of “complete
streets.” However, the residential population remained below pre-Disney levels, and major corporations were still opening locations outside
the city center.
Continued redevelopment focus led to a resurgence of downtown residential development in
the late 1990s. By 2000, downtown Orlando
had attracted more than 4,000 new residential
units and 800,000 SF of retail space. The development boom of the past decade also
brought increased office development and expanded the mixed-use character of the area. Orlando emphasized its focus on public
entertainment venues with announcement of the
“Triple Crown for Downtown” – three significant regional entertainment venues, including
the Amway Center with seating for up to
20,000; a new performing arts center with a pair
of theaters totalling 3,000 seats; and a renovated
Florida Citrus Bowl. The City has also developed plans for the conversion of the Orlando

Vision for “Creative Village” - “a one-of-a kind place where
high-tech companies locate; and employees of those
businesses and other residents live, work, learn and play.”
(www.downtownorlando.com)
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Centroplex into a “Creative Village.” These
plans include university satellite campuses, a
million square feet of office space, residential
apartments, and ancillary facilities.
Downtown Orlando has become a hub for finance, government, and commerce within Central Florida’s growing economy. The DDB
indicates the downtown employment base exceeds 65,000, and further, Downtown Orlando
contains more than 13 million square feet of
Class A office space, the most in the Central
Florida Region. The DDB identifies three key
industry clusters in the downtown area:
•
Digital & Emerging Media: Orlando is
one of the twelve largest digital media clusters
in the US. Orlando offers a graduate-level
media program at UCF and several production
studios, with a 90-acre redevelopment concept,
“Creative Village,” planned for future expansion.
•
Retail & Entertainment: Downtown Orlando is home to a mixed-use concentration of
residential, office, retail, and institutional uses
complemented by a strong entertainment and
cultural activity center and a number of significant event venues.
•
Life Sciences: In the past decade, the
Orlando metro area has developed into one of
the state’s biomedical technology hubs. In addition to research institutions and private companies, Downtown Orlando also includes hospitals,
such as Orlando Health and Florida Hospital.

70,000 seat, 750,000 sq.ft. Citrus Bowl Stadium is home
to Orlando City Soccer, East-West Shrine Game, Florida
Classic, MEAC/SWAC Challenge, Champs Sports Bowl
and Capital One Bowl. (http://en.wikipedia.org)
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Transportation History
As the Orlando area developed in the late 1880s,
several railroads began to traverse the Florida
peninsula. The original railroads included the
“South Florida Railroad,” which ran from Orlando to Tampa, and the Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad, which was established just after the
turn of the century. From the late 1880s into the
20th century, a variety of companies, including
the Seaboard, Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central
Railroads provided passenger service through
Orlando.
After a series of rail consolidations in the early
and mid 1900s, ultimately Amtrak absorbed the
remaining long-distance passenger rail service
into its national program in the 1970s. In 1980,
the rail corridor ownership merged into the
Chessie System and Seaboard Coast Line Industries, Inc. when the CSX corporation was
formed. Today, two Amtrak routes provide
service to Orlando’s downtown Amtrak station,
including the Palmetto and Silver Star trains
which provide daily service south to Miami and
north to the northeastern US. Orlando’s Amtrak
station is Florida’s second busiest, accounting
for nearly 180,000 trips annually of Florida’s
roughly one million Amtrak trips per year.
As the city developed into a major regional destination in the state, Orlando established a comprehensive and expanding transportation
network. Through development of the city’s
downtown transportation plan, Orlando has refined its comprehensive look at all transportation modes, parking and freight, producing a
long term perspective for transportation investments. The multi-modal system includes international air travel, intercity passenger rail,
pending commuter rail, county bus and bus
rapid transit, and an extensive system of bicycle,
pedestrian, and roadway connections to serve
the region’s expanding population. Two key
modes are the Lynx system of county and reFlorida TOD Guidebook
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Orlando’s historic railroad depot is pictured above in this
undated image from Florida’s historical archives. Image
Source: www.flheritage.com

Orlando’s renovated historic train station, integrated into
the Church Street Station entertainment district.

Today, LYNX provides more than 85,000 daily passenger
trips on its fixed-route local bus service.
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gional bus service and the pending SunRail
commuter rail system.
LYNX Transportation System
A Tri-County transportation system has existed
in the Orlando area since the early 1970s. Beginning as the Orange, Seminole, and Osceola
Transportation Authority (OSOTA) in 1972, the
organization evolved to become “Tri-County
Transit” in 1984, “LYNX” in 1992, and in 1994,
officially became the “Central Florida Regional
Transportation Authority,” though the name
“LYNX” continues today. The system provides
public transportation services for the three
counties, with headquarters and an intermodal
facility in the downtown. LYNX provides more
than 85,000 daily passenger trips on its fixedroute local bus service, which includes 265
buses operating daily, year-round service that
extends into several neighboring counties as
well. In all, the system provides more than one
million trips annually.
In addition to fixed-route regional bus service,
LYNX operates LYMMO (a free downtown
bus-rapid transit circulator), a commuter assistance, paratransit, vanpools, and community circulators. LYNX is currently planning two
expansions to the LYMMO system: an east/west
expansion of 3.7 miles and a north/south expansion of 2.1 miles along Parramore Avenue.

The LYMMO circulator service has well-designed transit
stops integrated seamlessly into the city’s urban fabric.
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The current LYMMO BRT circulator route, shown in
green, runs mostly north/south through the CBD. The
system is currently being expanded with a second route,
shown in red, that will run east/west and a third “Parramore” route, that will better connect the downtown
neighborhoods and activity centers that are currently separated by I-4. Image Source: www.lymmostudy.com

The expanded LYMMO system will provide
improved connectivity for the neighborhoods
and activity centers located west of I-4 to the
core central business district that lies to the east.
It is important to note the strong partnership that
exists between the City, CRA, and LYNX.

The downtown Orlando LYNX Intermodal facility.
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While LYNX operates the BRT system, the
City’s parking fund and CRA completely fund
LYMMO operations. Per the recommendations
of the Downtown Transportation Plan, the City
partnered with LYNX to undertake the two BRT
expansions with the City providing the 20% required federal match for the service.
SUNRAIL Commuter Rail System
With a vision to “change the way Central
Florida travels,” the SunRail commuter rail system is currently under construction in Central
Florida after years of planning and consensusbuilding. Ultimately planned as a 61-mile system, the first 31-mile phase, with 12 stations, is
currently under construction and scheduled to
begin operations in 2014. The second phase
will add five additional stations, with a scheduled completion in 2016. At build-out, the SunRail system will traverse four counties,
including Osceola, Seminole, Orange, and Volusia which, together with the City of Orlando,
are the local funding partners for the project.
The State of Florida purchased the 61-mile
stretch of former CSX rail to establish the Central Florida Rail Corridor. Of the ultimate 17
stations, four will be located in and around
Downtown Orlando, including Church Street
Station, which is the focus of this TOD assessment.
Other station locations include Florida Hospital,
LYNX Central, and Orlando Health.
The SunRail project represents a significant intersection of regional visioning, the integration
of land use, and transportation planning that has
been evident in the Central Florida policy dialogue since the early 1990s. Central Florida
has envisioned premium regional transit for
more than two decades, with the first commuter
rail feasibility study completed in 1992. In late
1999, after years of planning, a planned light
rail project failed at the Orange County Commission by one vote, and a subsequent effort by
the City to advance the project with a shortened
Florida TOD Guidebook

route was not accepted by the FTA. Subsequent
efforts considered other transit modes, and, after
years of study and consensus-building, SunRail
was ultimately selected in 2004.
Central Florida’s regional planning efforts, including the creation of “myregion.org” in 2001
and its formal partnership with the East Central
Florida Regional Planning Council (ECFRPC),
helped develop strong community and agency
partnerships. Public support for commuter rail
service led to the inclusion of the SunRail project in the long range transportation plans of the
Volusia County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and Metroplan Orlando (the
MPO serving Orange, Osceola, and Seminole
counties). In 2006, the region underwent a regional visioning effort, “How Shall We Grow?,”
which concluded in a consensus for integrated
land use/transportation patterns and consoli-

SunRail, Central Florida’s pending 61.5 commuter rail
system, will connect four counties and the City of Orlando.
Its seventeen stations are expected to be completed in
two phases. (www.sunrail.com)
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dated, integrated environmental systems
versus continuing the sprawling land development pattern trend of the region. This visioning effort complemented the activities
of other planning agencies, elevating the
discussion of TOD and the need to better
synchronize land use/transportation patterns
across the region for a myriad of beneficial
outcomes.

The station is adjacent or proximate to major regional destinations, including the Amway Center and Performing Arts Center as well as the
core business district of metropolitan Orlando,
which is planned for continued high intensity
and density development. Property acquisition
and easement challenges have resulted in a split
platform arrangement for the initial service,
with a northbound platform on the south side of
South Street and a southbound platform north
of South Street.

The SunRail system represents a key component in the long-term Transit Systems
Concept Plan for Central Florida. In addition to this commuter rail improvement,
other regional transit initiatives may include
light rail, bus rapid transit, regional bus, and
potentially high speed rail. Accordingly,
TOD planning has become focal for SunRail and across the Central Florida region.
Two “TOD Sketchbooks” were developed
for the SunRail corridor in 2007 and 2011,
providing an overview of the benefits of
TOD as well as conceptual plans for each
station.

An image of the Church Street station area today.

SunRail TOD Typology
Downtown
Urban Center
Town Center
Village Center
Neighborhood Center
www.sunrail.com

Church Street Station TOD Plan
The Church Street SunRail station area is
focus of this Regional Center place type assessment. Within the SunRail TOD Typology, the Church Street Station is identified
as a “Downtown Station Type.” The SunRail 2011 TOD Sketchbook conceptual plan
for the Church Street Station area indicates
that the site has a significant infill development opportunity in the heart of downtown
Orlando.
December 2012

Concept plan for SunRail’s Church Street Station. Vacant
sites with strong infill potential are identified in purple and
streetscape enhancements are identified to improve
pedestrian function in the TOD district. (www.sunrail.com)
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The City of Orlando is located in Orange
County.

Regional Center Place Type: Orlando
County:

Orange

Local Agencies:

Orlando Downtown Development Board,
Community Redvelopment Agency

Population:

238,300

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

28.2%

Median Age:

33.3

Median Annual Household Income: $42,355
Existing Transit Service:

LYNX, LYMMO, Vanpool, ACCESS LYNX,
PickUpLine

Planned Transit Service:

SunRail

Transit Agencies:

Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority

An image of the Church Street Station
area with newly constructed residential
tower that is integrated into the urban fabric.

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

41,225 jobs and units

Residential Units:

3,808 units

Gross Residential Density:

6.57 du/ac.

Employment:

37,417 jobs

Employment per Acre:

64.51 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

9.83:1

Building Height By Stories

1-35 stories

Number of Intersections:

112 (approximately 124/sq.mi.)

Block Perimeter:

679 - 3,113 ft.

Florida TOD Guidebook

An image of one of the stations for the
downtown LYNX BRT free circulator.
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Block Structure

Amway
Center

Despite two elevated highways, (I-4 and the East-West Expressway), downtown Orlando maintains a strong block structure. While the elevated highways create visual impacts, the streets connect fairly well beneath them, maintaining access. The blocks are generally walkable in size - typical perimeters are less than 1,400 ft., though blocks with perimeters
less than 1,000 ft. are common. The largest blocks are located west of I-4, housing large institutions such as the Amway
Center.
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Figure Ground

Amway
Center

The urban core and desirable Lake Eola neighborhood are clearly evident in the figure ground analysis. Vacant areas
in the eastern part of the study area can accommodate high intensity development. The area west of I-4 has the
greatest opportunities for infill development. The area east of the study area rapidly transitions into single-family residential neighborhoods.
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Existing Land Use

Amway
Center

Only 13% of the existing land use has a residential component, with 11%
of land currently vacant. The largest land use is currently Institutional, reflecting the presence of government facilties, cultural institutions, and the
Amway Center.
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Future Land Use

Amway
Center
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Residential Units

411 du/ac

90 du/ac

4 du/ac
Amway
Center

Significant residential development has occurred along the outer edge of the station area, though
a new residential condominium containing 377 units was recently completed in the heart of the
station area. The City has emphasized the need for additional residential infill in its planning documents.
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Residential Density

Amway
Center

Since most residential uses are located outside of the urban
core, the density increases at the edge of the station area.
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Non-Residential Intensity

Amway
Center

The Church Street Station will serve the main downtown
business district as well as other significant non-residential
uses, including the Amway Center and future Performing
Arts Center.
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Employment Intensity

Amway
Center

Downtown Orlando ia a regional employment center and as
such, workplace uses have been the prevailing activity in
the Central Business District for several decades

Florida TOD Guidebook
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Transit Service

Amway
Center

Orlando has a sophisticated transit system in place that will
serve SunRail commuters well upon arrival.
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Downtown Orlando TOD Planning Context
This Growth Management Plan establishes
a different agenda for Orlando, one that will
ensure the preservation of its natural and
man-made environments, reduce urban
sprawl, promote the efficient use of transportation and financial resources and nurture
its human assets. However, this plan is not a
radical departure from the growth management policies established in the early 1980s.
Rather the policies and actions established in
the plan further refine and expand on the
planning efforts adopted by the Orlando City
Council in 1980 and 1985.

Downtown Orlando has become a heralded example of successful downtown redevelopment
in Florida and across the nation. The City’s historic layout of gridded streets and blocks creates
a logical urban form that makes the area easy to
navigate and highly efficient for development.
The City celebrates this historic pattern in its
plans and codes, which provides valuable instruction for TOD infill statewide.
Orlando’s historic downtown first emerged as a
transit-supportive destination in the late 1800s.
The City’s initial comprehensive planning efforts are referenced in the Orlando, Florida “Report on Major Streets and Transit,” dated 1926.
Available on the City’s planning website, the report cautions on the perils of ill-planned development and provides recommendations
regarding a balanced network of streets and
transit routes, well-defined public and civic
buildings, and an orderly arrangement of land
uses.
Modern planning for the city carries forward
consistent themes for urban design and development. Although the market shifted development emphasis away from the downtown for
several decades, by the late 1970s, the City
began to implement regulatory and financial
mechanisms to reinvigorate the downtown,
maintaining a strong focus on the integration of
land use and transportation. Interviews with
local staff indicate the City’s formal planning
efforts in the 1980s, subsequent to Florida’s
growth management act, set the stage for transit-supportive infill over time.
The City of Orlando has developed an extensive
bicycle master plan, complete with a system of
bicycle pathways and trails that represents more
than 250 miles of facilities. Bicycling is emphasized as a form of recreation, a reliever for
the city’s transportation network, and a focal
Florida TOD Guidebook

This quote from the Vision Statement in the Orlando Comprehensive Plan emphasizes the city’s long-term commitment to the balance of land use and transportation,
natural systems, and quality of life.

New residential development west of I-4 that includes
ground-floor commercial space with upper story residential.

Many downtown streets are designed for low travel
speeds and comfortably accommodate cycling.
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component of the city’s “Green Works” initiative to promote sustainability. Accordingly, the city
maintains an active inventory of bicycle facilities, bicycle racks, vendors, and related information
for users, with continued investment in the expansion of the network.
The City of Orlando comprehensive plan
emphasizes a long-term commitment to
the balance of transportation, land use, environmental systems, and quality of life.
For the downtown area, the plan contains
transit-supportive themes, including emphasis on urban design, pedestrian-scale,
complete streets, and a mix of uses, housing types, and users. The historic downtown area is classified as the “Traditional
City,” which provides flexibility in development capacity combined with strong architectural design requirements. The
future land use designations provide for
transit-supportive densities and intensities, establishing a framework to maximize both local and regional transit
investments.

TOD Framework
Site Level Measure

FAR

Density
du/ac

Regional Center with
Commuter/Light Rail

2.0-4.0

55-85

Orlando Future Land Use
Designations

FAR

Density
du/ac

Downtown Activity Center

0.75-4.0

75-200

Urban Activity Center

0.50-1.0

30-100

Public/Recreation/
Institutional

N/A

N/A

Residential Medium

0.30

12-30

Areas within the station area are identified as sub-areas within the City’s comprehensive plan. There
is strong emphasis on the need to protect existing residential (to the west of the district) while requiring ground-floor commercial throughout the CBD core to the east. Additionally, a portion of
the station area is located within the city’s Downtown Historic District, which adds additional protections and emphasis on historic preservation.
The city’s land development regulations expand the transit-supportive planning tradition. The majority of property within the station area is included within the city’s downtown parking program.
Accordingly, parking requirements are reduced, with maximum parking quantities established, as
well as the ability to provide payment in lieu of providing parking on-site. Downtown development
is also required to provide short-term and long-term bicycle parking. The majority of property
within the station area is governed by overlay zones. To the east of I-4, most property is within the
“Downtown Metropolitan Activity Core District,” designed to activate street life, intensify development activity, and enhance the downtown’s hub status as a 24-hour regional activity center. To
the west of I-4, the city has adopted the “Parramore Heritage Overlay District,” intended to maintain
a balance of uses within the district without overconcentration of social services.
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TOD Strategies
The SunRail station envisioned for Church
Street Station provides a strong catalyst for
TOD infill development and redevelopment
within the half-mile station area and beyond.
Downtown Orlando has invested in a transitsupportive future for decades, with strong community leadership, municipal and regional
investment, and a solid regulatory and financial
policy framework. In addition to illustrative
planning and extensive community dialogue
about TOD, SunRail’s administration has carried forward TOD marketing and education materials to the development community and
lending institutions to advance TOD development activity ahead of SunRail’s construction.

Parking located under the interstate overpass efficiently
utilizes area that would otherwise be undevelopable.

Church Street itself is a historic commercial and
entertainment destination for the Orlando area.
The recent construction of adjacent activity
nodes, particularly the Amway Center and Performing Arts Center, would seem to reinforce a
market for lodging and hospitality uses as well
as expanded commercial use.
Although the streets and blocks on either side
of I-4 are orderly and logical, the presence of
the interstate itself presents a challenge for interconnectivity to the station. The LYMMO
system will provide connections across several
points of access; however, significant east-west
pedestrian flow is anticipated, especially
to/from the station and the Amway Center and
other future draws (e.g, Creative Village, Parramore District).
The SunRail concept plans have already identified the need to improve east-west pedestrian
connections under I-4. Though the width of the
interstate overpass is reasonable for pedestrian
crossings and parking is located below the interstate, creative urban design modifications
will be necessary to direct pedestrians away
from points of conflict with the on/off ramps.
Florida TOD Guidebook

Despite the use of barricades and a safer route on the opposite side of the street, some pedestrians still try to navigate below the interstate underpass on the wrong side of
the street.

Reinforcing the south side of South Street as the pedestrians route to cross I-4 from the station area may require
urban design modifications.
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The city has demonstrated a strong streetscape
design ability, which can be used to reinforce
safe pedestrian routes.
The City is advancing plans to extend
“Gertrude’s Walk,” an urban pedestrian pathway with historic significance that provides
North/South pedestrian movement. While this
pathway is a unique characteristic in the station
area, the path is more successful in areas where
active uses and fenestration face the pathway.
As the walk is extended, areas with limited
oversight from surrounding buildings and uses
may need design modifications to increase natural surveillance opportunities to ensure the
safety of users.

“Gertrude’s Walk”, a historic pedestrian pathway, abuts
the future SunRail commuter rail corridor through the
downtown.

The platform configuration, with a split platform arrangement, located both north and south
of South Street, may present an awkward condition for initial users. Directional signage with
well-defined pedestrian pathways will be necessary to clearly direct users into the station and
across the roadway network. However, the
long-term TOD redevelopment potential of the A view of the station site on the north side of South Street.
TOD plan (below) proposes lining the parking strucimmediate station context would suggest future The
ture with active uses and new mixed-use development.
redevelopment of the South Street/Garland Avenue railroad parcel, presenting longer-term opportunities to consolidate the platforms within a
large-scale development (i.e. within a hotel complex) when market conditions are appropriate. Accordingly, the prospects for future TOD development at the Church Street Station, which is located
within the region’s epicenter for business, culture, governance, finance, and legal activity appear
to be simply a matter of time.

SunRail has invested in TOD planning
around the system’s 17 planned stations. The concept plan for the Church
Street Station TOD area recommends
infill development of significant intensity,
which both maximizes the benefit of the
new transit option and complements the
existing and planned development pattern surrounding the station in the core
of Orlando’s downtown. Image Source:
www.sunrail.com
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Daytona Beach

Daytona Beach, located in Volusia County, is the principal city in the metropolitan area that includes
Deltona, Daytona Beach, and Ormond Beach. The city has a complex character, including both
the feel of a small, seasonal beach community as well as a setting for internationally-attended mega
events that draw crowds numbering in the hundreds of thousands. The combination of smalltown environment with periodic, significant influxes of people creates unique transportation challenges. The planned Amtrak station on the FEC Railroad in the heart of the downtown is the focus
of the Community Center place type analysis.
History of Daytona Beach
Daytona Beach has been a popular vacation destination since the 1800s. Daytona Beach was
founded in 1870 and officially became a city
when it was incorporated in 1876. Matthias
Day, a business tycoon, is considered the founding father of the Daytona area. He purchased
3,200 acres in the fall of 1870 for the sum of
$1,200 and built the first hotel, “The Palmetto
House” in 1874. In 1926, the three separate
towns of Daytona, Daytona Beach, and
Seabreeze merged as “Daytona Beach.”
Daytona Beach became known as the “World’s
Most Famous Beach” in the early 1900s for its
wide beach and smooth, hard-packed sands,
which allow automobiles to be driven with ease
near the shore. By the 1920s, driving and testing on the beach had evolved into racing both
cars and motorcycles, which led to a permanent
association between racing and the city. By the
turn of the 20th Century, racing was such a regular pastime along the beaches that nearby Ormond Beach became known as the "birthplace
of speed" due to the various land speed records
set there. In 1947, the National Association of
Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) was
founded in Daytona Beach. As more and more
racing took place, the beachfront gave way to
the development of a world-class racetrack.
The Daytona International Speedway, built by
NASCAR founder Bill France, hosted the first
Daytona 500 in 1959 and continues to attract
hundreds of thousands of race enthusiasts from
all over the world to events every year.
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Welcome Sign on the pedestrian bridge to the Daytona
Beach International Speedway.

An image from the early days of beach racing from
www.daytonabeach.com

Beach Street, the city’s waterfront main street, faces the
Halifax River.
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The City of Daytona Beach has a unique waterfront and historic main street, Beach Street,
which runs north/south along the Halifax River.
Beach Street and the waterfront are located
roughly four blocks east of the FEC rail corridor
(equating to less than a 10-minute walk from
the planned Amtrak station). In addition to a variety of local shops, eateries, and museums,
Beach Street is anchored by a new performance
hall, the News-Journal Center at Daytona State
College. A waterfront park extends the length
of the main street, connecting to a string of islands, establishing a scenic hub of civic, recreational, and institutional activities. Both the
Center City Library and the historic Jackie
Robinson Stadium are located on the Center
City Island. Numerous festivals, special events,
and a Saturday Farmer's Market are held on
Beach Street. Beach Street is attractive and
well-maintained with an updated streetscape
and a pleasing, eclectic mix of storefronts.
Daytona Beach is the center of Votran bus service on the east side of the county. Sixteen regular daytime routes connect at the main Transfer
Center on Palmetto Avenue at Mary McLeod
Bethune Boulevard. The Votran trolley service,

Magnolia Avenue provides a pleasant walk from the station to Beach Street.

operating on 60-minute headways, stops directly on Beach Street between International
Speedway Boulevard (ISB) and Orange Avenue
to facilitate local access to the A1A beachside
hotel and entertainment area.
Within the station area, a unique civil rights history has shaped the city as well. Civil rights
leader and educator Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune
founded Bethune-Cookman University in 1904.
Dr. Bethune, who was later appointed to government positions by Calvin Coolidge, Franklin
Roosevelt, and Harry Truman, established the
school to educate the daughters of AfricanAmerican workers on the railroads. Today, the

A view of the watefront from Bing.com. Magnolia Avenue, in the center, connects from the station location at the FEC
railroad to City Island.
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school has an enrollment of 3,600 students. Approximately 36% of the student body comes from
outside the state of Florida, and 90% lives on campus. In 1946, Daytona Beach became the first
Florida city to host an integrated spring training exhibition game. Future baseball great Jackie
Robinson was allowed to play in what was then known as “City Island Ballpark” after other Florida
cities had refused due to segregation laws. The Daytona Beach game contributed to Robinson
breaking the color barrier in the Major Leagues
Number of Daytona
and joining the Dodgers in 1945. Today, the hisCollege/University
Beach Students
toric ballpark is still actively used and known as
Bethune-Cookman
3,600
“The Jackie Robinson Ballpark” or “The Jack.”
Higher Education Institutes

Embry-Riddle

4,700

UCF

1,000

Daytona State
18,000
Higher education is prominent in and around the
City of Daytona Beach, as the collegiate enviStetson
2,291
ronment includes a half-dozen institutions of
Total
29,591
higher learning. Bethune-Cookman University,
located immediately north of the planned Amtrak station, serves 3,600 students in a traditional campus environment with student housing onsite. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, a world class institute focused on the science, practice,
and business of aviation and aerospace, serves 4,700 students at the Daytona Beach campus. A
Daytona Beach satellite campus for the University of Central Florida, which is headquartered in
Orlando, serves more than 1,000 students with 16 undergraduate and five graduate degree programs.
Daytona State College includes more than 18,000 students attending classes at the Daytona Beach
campus, with more than 36,000 served on six campuses throughout Volusia and Flagler Counties.
Stetson University is located in DeLand, 25 miles from Daytona Beach and 35 miles from Orlando.
The university was founded in 1883, and the 175-acre campus is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. The DeLand campus of Stetson University has 2,291 students. Enhancements in
transit and the addition of an inter-city passenger rail station has the potential to serve a collegiate
student population of nearly 30,000 that attend the five institutes of higher learning within the Amtrak station service area in Volusia County and nearby Flagler County.

Varying Growth Patterns
Daytona Beach is located in Volusia County, almost equidistant between Ormond Beach and
Port Orange. While Daytona Beach is generally
considered the central city of the region, the city
experienced a negative growth rate of -4.8% between 2000 and 2010 as measured by the US
Census. The region in general had great variation in population trends among cities, with
some municipalities growing significantly while
others, located nearby, had population loss. Volusia County as a whole grew 11.6%. Ormond
Beach to the north grew 5.1%. Port Orange to
Florida TOD Guidebook
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the south grew 22.3%, exceeding state growth
rate of 17.6%. Following the Census findings,
discussion among local officials suggested a
number of possible factors for the population
change in Daytona Beach, including high property tax rates, the perception of low public
school quality, crime, and an older housing
stock. It is important to note the impacts on residents from events like Bike Week, big races at
Daytona International Speedway, spring break
and other events were also raised as contributing factors. The national recession hit the city
hard, resulting in a glut of empty and foreclosed
property. Another challenge, common to the
cities in this region that lost population in the
decade, is the lack of land available for greenfield expansion westward. This constraint
means that for the city to gain population and
investment, it must be positioned to accept, and
in some instances promote, redevelopment and
urban infill patterns of growth.

Location

2000-2010
Growth Rate

State of Florida

17.6%

Daytona Beach

– 4.8%

Volusia County

11.6%

Ormond Beach

5.1%

Port Orange

22.3%

Daytona Beach Shores

-1.2%

South Daytona

-7.0%,

Holly Hill

-3.8%

“In the past decade, Daytona Beach was too
focused on events and tourists and not
enough on residents and strong neighborhoods.”
"Cities that gained did better with how they
look and their quality of life.”

Planning for the Future
The City of Daytona Beach and the city’s community redevelopment agency are working hard
to position the city to maximize redevelopment
opportunities in the future. A number of studies
have been undertaken to determine priorities
and needs as well as define a vision for the future for the City and CRA. A re-write of the
local code is underway to incorporate the redevelopment plans into the regulatory framework,
simplify the code, and expedite the development review process.

"Daytona Beach is still the commercial base,
but when 5 p.m. comes, they all get in their
cars and go home somewhere else.”
- City Commissioner Pam Woods
Zaffiro-Kean, Eileen. “Daytona Beach Struggles with
Population Loss.” Daytona Beach News Journal
March 24, 2011.
(http://www.news-journalonline.com/ news/local/eastvolusia/2011/03/24/daytona-beach-struggles-withpopulation-loss.html).

Daytona Beach is Planning for the Future
Daytona Beach Vision Plan
A Redevelopment Plan for Downtown/Ballough Road Redevelopment Areas
Downtown Redevelopment Plan “Nottingham Plan”
Daytona Beach Downtown Riverfront Park Action Plan
Daytona Beach Midtown Master Plan
Retail Market Analysis for Riverfront Marketplace
December
Place Type2012
Analyses
Draft: 3/2012
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Seeking a Balanced Transportation System
The City of Daytona Beach has identified a desire for
enhanced transit. Policies supporting the potential Amtrak station are included in the adopted Community Redevelopment Plan for the Downtown/Ballough Road
Redevelopment Areas and Volusia TPO Long-Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP). Support for the station is
also noted in the Midtown Master Plan. The city is currently well-served by Votran, which operates Volusia
County’s public transit system. Votran is an organization with a progressive understanding of the relationship between land use, development patterns, and
transit. The agency has published the “Votran Transit Votran Transit Development Design Guidelines
Development Design Guidelines,” which is a resource
document to help guide all forms of development, from residential subdivisions to industrial buildings to mixed-use development, to ensure successful transit access is achieved.

Ghyabi & Associates

Votran currently provides bus service along ISB, which is the main east-west corridor through the
city connecting I-95 to the Atlantic Ocean. In a separate effort, the city has explored potential new
premium transit solutions for ISB; however, the combination of large influxes of tourists with relatively low residential density along the corridor, creates a challenging condition to support pre-

Segment 1 - Entry, which extends from I-95 to Nova Road and includes the speedway, was found to have
the lowest use of alternative modes of mobility. This finding was largely attributed to the wide, fast-moving
“highway” with auto-oriented development and the lack of a pedestrian and bicycle network.
Segment 2 – Midtown, which extends from Nova Road to the Halifax River and contains the station area,
was found to generate higher levels of walking and cycling due to the connected street and pedestrian
network, the mix of uses, and the largely active, pedestrian-supportive development pattern.
Segment 3 – Beachside, which extends from the river to Atlantic Avenue (AIA), had the highest transit, bicycle, and pedestrian mode usage, reflecting the “highly urbanized environmental characteristics”.
Florida TOD Guidebook
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mium service. The International Speedway
Boulevard Corridor Transportation Plan (ISB
Study) identified three distinct segments along
the six-mile corridor, reflecting the diverse development patterns along the roadway.
Given the diverse nature of the corridor, the ISB
Study determined that no one solution would
achieve the desired transit-supportive environment. For example, the study noted that
streetscape enhancements might be effective in
certain areas, but they could provide only isolated pockets of pedestrian-friendly activity
rather than full mobility along the length of the
six-mile long corridor. The study also indicated
that another common technique designed to
calm traffic and improve pedestrian conditions
- the removal of travel lanes from the widest
portion of ISB, which is sometimes referred to
as a “road diet” - would be unworkable in this
corridor because the parallel roadway network
for vehicles is insufficient.
The ISB Study evaluated three potential transit
options for the corridor, including a Streetcar,
Bus Rapid Transit, and Arterial Rapid Transit.
In addition to the physical characteristics resulting from each potential service, the potential to
maximize the investment in transit service was
considered under the lens of potential TOD.
Using the FDOT Transit-Oriented Design
Guidelines as the basis for the evaluation, the
ISB Study identified the need for a significant
adjustment in land use and zoning policies
along ISB to create a multimodal environment.
Currently, the ISB Study is on hold while city
stakeholders and FDOT consider potential options and strategies.

The ISB Study evaluated three different Transportation System Alternatives. Images by Ghyabi & Associates depict the
potential conditions incorporating the transit infrastructure
from each option:
TOP: Existing Condition of ISB; SECOND: Arterial Rapid
Transit; THIRD: Bus Rapid Transit; BOTTOM: Streetcar
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The City of Daytona Beach is located in
Volusia County.

Community Center Place Type: Daytona Beach
County:

Volusia

Local Agencies:

CRA

Population:

61,005

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

-4.8%

Median Age:

38.8

Beach Street has a streetscape design
that includes gateway features, pedestrian passageways, landscaping, and onstreet parking.

Median Annual Household Income: $30,737
Existing Transit Service

Local Bus

Planned Transit Service

Amtrak

Transit Agencies:

Votran

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

5,909 jobs and units

Residential Units:

955 units

Gross Residential Density:

1.6 du/ac.

Employment:

4,954 jobs

Employment per Acre:

8.2 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

5.2:1

Building Height By Stories

1 to 12

Number of Intersections:

104 (approximately 110 /sq.mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1,300-7,800 ft.
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The station area includes older neighborhoods in a range of conditions, some of
which have unique, historic character.
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Robinson
Ballpark

BethuneCookman
University

The perimeter of typical Daytona Beach blocks is about 2,200 feet. The larger original blocks near the water originally
had an alley behind the commercial uses. The original interconnected grid system appears to have been interrupted
over time, with missing alley and street segments evident. Bethune-Cookman University campus is located on the
largest block, with a perimeter of more than 4,600 feet. In the southwest quadrant, the city has absorbed a street into
a maintenance facility, creating a large block.
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The high urban quality of Beach Street is distinctive on the figure-ground study. In general, the downtown core appears
to have tremendous infill opportunities. The quantity of surface parking seems to provide more than what should be required by the buildings in this urban context. The predominantly residential neighborhoods west of the FEC corridor
present smaller infill opportunities. A public housing project is clearly evident by its uniform layout in the southwest
quadrant.
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The land surrounding the station has a future land
use of General Industrial, which will not enable the
full potential for TOD to be realized. The portion of
the study area east of the FEC is designated with a
mixed-use land use designation, positioning the city
to respond to market demands over time.
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NewsJournal
Center

47 du/ac

20 du/ac

BethuneCookman
University

Jackie
Robinson
Ballpark

8 du/ac

Only 955 residences, including dormitory rooms at Bethune-Cookman University, are located within
1/2-mile of the station. In accordance with the Community Center place type station area targets,
the city is close to reaching the minimum threshold of 1,000 units recommended to support BRT.
Tremendous opportunities exist for infill projects in a range of housing types, including single-family
in the neighborhoods west of the station and townhouses and condominiums in the downtown
core.
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The target of 3000 residential units perscribed for a Community Center place type translates to residential density of at
least 6 du/ac throughout the study area, with concentrations of density ranging up to 40 du/ac. By this standard, Daytona
Beach is well-below the threshold to support premium service. However, the CRA redevelopment plans and future land
use demonstrate that the city is setting the framework to attract redevelopment in the city.
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In addition to the Bethune-Cookman University campus, three concentrations of non-residential uses occur in the study area. Facing Beach Street, a large property containing a
collection of buildings with almost 100% lot coverage holds various retail uses, including
a small theater. The northeastern quadrant of the study area has a range of government
services including the Daytona Beach Regional Service Center. A multi-story AT&T office
and service facility is located at the northern edge of the study area.
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The quantity of employment within the study area of almost 5,000 jobs clearly exceeds the Neighborhood Center target
of 2000-3000 jobs, but it is below the target of 6,000 jobs perscribed for a Community Center place type with BRT. Daytona Beach needs almost 1,000 more jobs to meet the Community Center place type target for employment. The diverse
land uses that are accommodated in the station area, including educational, government, office, industrial, and entertainment venues provide a wide range of employment opportunities that can be expanded over time as growth occurs.
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The Votran Transfer Center is located just outside of the study
area on the corner of Dr. Mary MacLeod Bethune Boulevard
and Palmetto Avenue. A local trolley runs the length of A1A
between Dunlawton and Granada Avenues and loops onto
Beach Street between ISB and Orange Avenues, connecting
to Ormond Beach and Daytona Beach Shores.
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The International Speedway Boulevard (ISB) is the spine that connects a significant number of destinations in the city
of Daytona Beach.
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TOD Strategies
The ISB Study identified potential areas for
TOD redevelopment and infill activity. Within
the study area, the focus was on the industrial
properties along the FEC rail corridor. However, given the city’s CRA redevelopment plans
and existing development pattern, the potential
for TOD in the area surrounding ISB and the
planned Amtrak station seems to represent
greater potential than the industrial parcels identified in the ISB Study.
Maximize TOD Potential in the Station Area
The eastern portion of the station area is largely
designated as “Redevelopment Districts,”
which implement the CRA redevelopment plans
within the land development code. The Redevelopment Districts clearly intend to foster a
pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use environment that
supports multi-modal transportation options.
The Redevelopment Districts have general
guiding design principles and allow a mix of
uses with an intensity of 1.0-3.0 FAR. Density
is typically limited to 20 du/ac, which over time
will enable the city to fully evolve to a Community Center place type. It is important to note
that despite the use of guidelines rather than
regulations regarding building placement, several new infill buildings have been well-executed and help set the stage for a TOD pattern
as additional sites are redeveloped over time in
this area.
Outside the Redevelopment Districts, the land
development regulations generally allow many
possible building configurations, including a
transit-supportive form with streets lined by active uses in buildings rather than surface parking lots. However, a transit-supportive form is
not guaranteed, and the flexibility allows
sprawling patterns to occur as well. Residential
uses are permitted throughout the business districts, but the built form illustrated in the code
December 2012

New construction in one of the Redevelopment Districts
contributes to a transit-supportive form.

The new code draft illustrates development in the Business Retail-2 District in two forms: (1) transit-supportive,
like the smaller building that faces the street with vehicular
uses in the back and, (2)vehicular-oriented with surface
parking in front of the building and blank walls facing the
street.

The land surrounding the proposed station site is designated as Local Industry (M-1). In order to maximize the
TOD potential of the area, the land development instructions should help establish strong pedestrian links between the station and ISB and Beach Street.
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draft suggests a vehicular-oriented commercial pattern
that is not compatible with desirable residential addresses. The land surrounding the proposed Amtrak
station is currently industrial in nature and, as such, residential uses are not permitted. Although the west side
of Segrave Street cannot have any residential, densities
of 20 to 40 du/ac are permitted on east side.
In order to ensure that buildings line the streets to enhance transit-supportive conditions, the city may want
to consider utilizing maximum building setbacks within
the station area. This technique could be augmented
with additional efforts to better organize and consolidate parking, improving land use efficiency and the resulting urban building pattern. A possible strategy is to
designate certain streets as “A” streets, which would be
held to higher standards of development than streets
designated as “B” streets, which could accommodate
parking, vehicular-oriented, and service uses. These
mechanisms can be implemented individually or in
combination to help improve and promote walkability
in the station area and beyond.
The greater challenge is the development pattern along
ISB. Currently, the regulatory framework reflects what
has naturally occurred on the ground – a more automotive-oriented form of development occurs as the corridor travels westward. Retrofitting suburban corridors
is a challenge throughout the state of Florida. In the

TOP: A schematic site plan of the station at the
end of Magnolia Avenue. Note the new infill
buildings lining Magnolia Avenue, which reinforce the pedestrian route into the heart of downtown. BOTTOM: An image from the Midtown
Master Plan depicting the transformation of ISB
into a multi-modal corridor.

City of Daytona Beach + Florida A & M School of Architecture
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Daytona Beach subject location, the downtown has potential to expand the walkabilty of the core
westward to include the Bethune-Cookman University campus. Further, infill and redevelopment
along ISB can densify the corridor over time, helping enable future transit service to be more successful. This concept was demonstrated in Midtown Master Plan.
Follow the Retail Market Analysis Recommendations
Despite the national economic downturn, the Retail Market Analysis for the Riverfront area conducted by Gibbs Planning suggests demand exists for new business downtown. According to the
report, a demand for approximately 86,000 s.f. of new retail, restaurant, and entertainment venues
is anticipated by 2015. The potential grows to 120,000 – 180,000 s.f. under a scenario with a third
party developer or public-private venture. Part of that potential involves utilizing national brands,
which some municipalities dislike. However, the spin-off support for local business is undeniable.
Facilitate Residential Development
Residential density is needed in the downtown
core to support transit, create patrons for local
businesses, and help balance transportation demands throughout the city. The city has an attractive character with beautiful, historic
neighborhoods in the southern part of the study
area and a pedestrian-friendly main street. New
residential infill development at a scale compatible with the historic fabric would help stabilize
and improve both the downtown core and adjacent residential neighborhoods, thereby improv- Development facing Flagler Drive prior to the adoption of
ing the sustainability of the city. Outside the the form-based code and Downtown Master Plan.
redevelopment districts, broader use of mixed
use zoning that ensures compatibility with residential uses would enable more transit-supportive
patterns to occur over time. Significant opportunities exist for infill projects in a range of housing
types, including single-family, townhouses, and multi-family in the neighborhoods west of the station, and townhouses and condominiums within the downtown core.
Parking Study
The ratio of surface parking-to-buildings seems higher than is typically found in thriving urban
districts. The city may wish to consider a parking evaluation to determine if a district-wide solution
could alleviate the individual parking burden, especially from smaller properties. The CRA is well
positioned to help facilitate this type of initiative. In addition, to help improve the walkability of
the area over time, the city may want to consider establishing regulations that protect the appearance, quality, and function of certain “A” streets, while redirecting parking and other service uses
to face “B” streets. Establishing a hierarchy for streets in the district can assist in the reorganization
of parking over time, while enhancing the function of streets for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit
service.
December 2012
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Tallahassee is the capital city for the State of Florida and the heart of the state’s governmental activity. Serving as the Leon County seat and its only incorporated municipality, the City of Tallahassee includes a population of roughly 180,000, making it Florida’s seventh largest city.
Tallahassee is the primary city in the Tallahassee metropolitan area, which includes the neighboring
counties of Gadsen, Jefferson, and Wakulla. The StarMetro bus transfer station, located in the historic downtown core, is the focus of the Community Center placetype analysis.
The City’s official vision statement emphasizes the balance of history and progress in the community: “Tallahassee, Florida: a city which remembers its past while focusing on the future –
a vibrant capital city; fostering a strong sense of community, cherishing our beautiful, natural
environment, and ensuring economic opportunities for all our citizens.”
History of Tallahassee
Tallahassee’s origins stem from native American roots as an agrarian community. The name
“Tallahassee” is translated as a Muskogean Indian word typically meaning “old fields” or “old
town.” The success of Native American agriculture was noted by Spanish missionaries, who
established missions in the area to procure food
and labor for the Spanish colony at St. Augustine and ultimately established control of the
area. When Florida was ceded by Spain to the
United States in 1821, a territorial government
was established with meeting locations in St.
Augustine and Pensacola. However, ultimately
the City of Tallahassee was chosen as a central
meeting location, validated in 1824 by legislative action to locate the capital of the new
Florida Territory in Leon County’s only incorporated city.
The City of Tallahassee evolved from a frontier
community into a town in the mid 1800s. Anticipating pending statehood, the territorial government constructed a capitol building in 1845,
just in time for Florida’s statehood, and the “old
Capitol” building stands today in front of the
new capitol high-rise building in downtown Tallahassee. 1834 brought the Tallahassee Railroad to ship cotton to northeastern destinations,
followed by the Carrabelle, Tallahassee and
Georgia Railroad in the later 1800s. Tallahassee
developed as a hub for economic activity in the
Florida TOD Guidebook
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Advertisement for the Carrabelle, Tallahassee & Georgia Railroad’s schedule, circa 1894.
(www.floridamemory.com)

region, with a traditional mixed-use downtown
that continues today (and abuts the TOD study
area to the north).
Immediately northwest of downtown Tallahassee is a district that became known as “Frenchtown,” which became home to French settlers
to the area that did not move west to New Orleans or back to France. Originating from a
land grant in 1825, Frenchtown evolved to become home to a well-established AfricanAmerican community after the Civil War. The
Frenchtown district began to decline in the
1960s, marked by an increase in crime and decline in residential ownership, which sparked a
December 2012
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teen colleges.

The photograph above, taken in 1937, shows the urban
street frontage along Monroe Street in downtown Tallahassee. Urban fabric in today’s downtown maintains the
same relationship of building façade to street frontage.
(www.floridamemory.com)

The third educational institutional in Tallahassee is Tallahassee Community College, established in 1966, which enrolls nearly 18,000
students. The college campus is located on the
west side of Tallahassee near the eastern edge
of the FSU campus. Tallahassee’s role as an educational hub and center of governmental activity in the State of Florida continues through the
present day.

redevelopment focus by the City in its planning
efforts.
One-third mile to the west of the TOD study
area is Florida State University, which began in
1863 when a former seminary became The
Florida State College for Women. The 451-acre
main university campus is located on the west
side of Tallahassee, fronting Tennessee Street to
the north. Annual enrollment of FSU today is
roughly 41,000, as well as 6,000 administrative
staff and 2,100 faculty. Including doctoral research, medical programs, as well as a significant research component, the university is
comprised of fifteen colleges and thirty-nine
centers, labs, and institutes.
In addition to FSU, there are two additional educational institutions in Tallahassee that contribute to the City’s institutional base. Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University
(FAMU) was established in 1887. Originally
known as the State Normal College for Colored
Students through a land grant, the university became an institution of higher learning in 1905,
and ultimately its current name in 1953. Identified as the nation’s largest historically black university by enrollment, FAMU’s 420-acre
campus is located on the south side of Tallahassee, just south of the capital district and FSU
campus. FAMU’s current enrollment is roughly
13,100, with 620 academic staff, among its thirDecember 2012

By the late 1970s, Florida’s new capital high-rise was constructed in the heart of the downtown, immediately adjacent to the “Old Capitol” from the 1840s.
(www.floridamemory.com)

Tallahassee is home to three institutions of higher learning, including Florida State University, Florida A&M University, and Tallahassee Community College (logos of
each are depicted above). Together, these institutions
represent a combined enrollment of roughly 70,000 students. (Image source: www.en.wikipedia.org)
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Tallahassee Today
Population & Income

Year

Population

Population
Growth

The City of Tallahassee has grown considerably in the
1980
81,458
N/A
past several decades, increasing by 20% in the past
1990
124,773
53%
decade and more than doubling the population since
2000
150,624
21%
1980. Tallahassee’s current population of roughly
2010
181,000
20%
181,000 makes it Florida’s seventh largest city. The
city’s median age of 26.1 is considerably lower than that
of the average Floridian (41.3), underscoring the strong university and collegiate presence in the
community. The Tallahassee-area population is highly educated, with census data indicating nearly
50% of the population has a collegiate degree as compared to 35% of the state population overall.
Within the city, median family income is relatively similar to that of the state at roughly $58,000
annually; however, this figure is lower than the county-wide median income ($66,000), indicating
the city’s income is somewhat lower relative to Leon County.
State of Florida Government
From its roots as the center of Florida’s territorial government, modern Tallahassee continues as a
center of governmental activity for the State of Florida. While the total state government employment is estimated to exceed 130,000, state employment in Tallahassee is by far the dominant industry, representing roughly 58,000 jobs in the area. Seasonally, the influence of Tallahassee’s
capital role expands in the spring, when Florida’s legislature is in session and most of the area’s
6,000 hotel rooms are filled for the two-month session.
University Presence
As previously stated, Tallahassee is also a university town with more than 70,000 students enrolled
in the city’s three largest post-secondary institutions. These include Florida State University, Florida

This chart indicates the increasing enrollment at Tallahassee’s main institutions of higher learning, including Tallahassee
Community College, Florida A&M University, and Florida State University.
http://www.talgov.com/planning/pdf/support/2012sd/4_1.pdf (Florida Department of Education, State of Florida Student
Database Reports, Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department)
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A&M University, and Tallahassee Community College. The universities include significant campuses in the City, with FSU’s main campus lying just east of the TOD study area. The universities
also represent more than 9,000 jobs in the community, making them collectively the second largest
employer in the city.
Current Planning Efforts
Tallahassee is the center of state governmental activity today, a hub for higher education, and a
community with a strong commitment to natural resource protection, historic preservation, and
quality of life. The Tallahassee/Leon County comprehensive plan, adopted in 1990, strongly emphasizes the priority of well-planned, mixed-use development and redevelopment in its vision statement as opposed to inefficient sprawling patterns of development that threaten natural areas, reduce
efficiency, and negatively impact quality of life.
“Evolving land use patterns within the County have exhibited sprawl characteristics. Sprawl is,
perhaps, the most inefficient pattern of land use.[...] Sprawl encourages degradation of the
County's natural resources by prematurely committing vast areas to the impact of urbanization.
Phased, orderly growth mitigates this situation by comprehensively addressing development impacts to our natural systems.[...] The purpose of the comprehensive plan is to preserve, protect
and enhance the quality of life for all citizens. The plan encourages and supports economically
sound residential, educational,employment, cultural, recreational, commercial and industrial
opportunities for the citizens. This is facilitated by systematically planning for growth, development and redevelopment.
Tallahassee - Leon County 2030 Comprehensive Plan, “Vision Statement and Implementation”
(http://www.talgov.com/planning/pdf/compln/thecompplan/cp_vision.pdf)

The City’s development patterns radiate from its historic downtown, which is a roughly four-square
mile area bridging Tennessee Street. By the 1960s, Tallahassee subdivisions, such as Killearn Estates, developed on the northern edge of the City, and precipitated an infill pattern of commercial
strip development occurring between the historic downtown and the edge subdivisions. By the
1970s, the downtown was competing with suburban commercial and office centers. Consequently,
in 1971, the Legislature established the Tallahassee Downtown Improvement Authority,
focused on the historic downtown with Tennessee Street as its northern edge. Established as a special assessment district, the
Authority is focused on the promotion of
downtown Tallahassee as a place for business
and entertainment via special events, marketRight: This aerial view of Tallahassee (looking northwest), taken in 1971, depicts the contrast between the
urban blocks that comprise the historic downtown (in
the foreground) with the suburban parking-dominated
pattern emerging along Tennessee Street (centerright), which continues today.
(www.floridamemory.com)
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ing, advertising, and business recruitment. The Authority was followed in 1994 with the creation
of a community redevelopment area with two districts: Frenchtown/Southside Redevelopment
Area, located north of Tennessee Street, and Downtown Redevelopment Area, located to the south
including the Capitol complex.
The City’s employment base relies heavily on State of Florida employees, representing nearly
58,000 jobs in the City, far surpassing all other industry clusters (e.g., 9,000 university employees
at FSU and FAMU; 4,100 employees with the county school district; just over 3,000 employees
for the local hospital). With the dominance of the state employment, the city’s development patterns
were shifted significantly in the mid 1990s when the state announced plans to construct the “Capital
Circle Office Center,” which is a modern office park on the east side of Tallahassee in a formerly
undeveloped area. The center, which opened in the late 1990s, drew thousands of employees out
of the historic downtown into the edge office location. The combined forces of suburban residential
neighborhoods and suburban office parks, along with the wave of commercial strip development
that followed, further impacted the city’s historic downtown.
The City has been investing in its transportation infrastructure through voter-approved funding for
more than two decades. In 1989, Tallahassee and Leon County residents approved a local option
one-cent sales tax to implement transportation improvements. This effort was reinforced with the
“Blueprint 2000” plan to improve transportation and law enforcement facilities. Later extended in
2000 through 2019, the plan also addresses stormwater, greenspace, and park/recreation improvements. The Blueprint 2000 mission is to “preserve, protect, and enhance the community’s quality
of life through the implementation of holistic and coordinated planning, transportation, water quality, environmental and green space projects.” The multi-modal transportation improvements address
roadways, pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities.

In the mid 1990s, the State of Florida developed an edge office park, “Capital Circle Office Center,” on the eastern edge
of Tallahassee, shifting thousand of state jobs away from the historic downtown into a suburban location. The inventory
of state department offices in the complex is listed above. (http://www.myfloridacfo.com)

Public transit within the City of Tallahassee is provided by StarMetro, which is operated as a department within the city’s governmental structure. StarMetro provides roughly 400,000 trips per
month along its twelve fixed-routes as well as demand-response services and express service for
FSU and FAMU. The hub for StarMetro’s system is an intermodal facility, C. K. Steele Plaza, located along Tennessee Street between Adams and Duval Streets, immediately north of the historic
downtown, directly south of Frenchtown, and just less than a half-mile from the eastern edge of
FSU’s main campus. C.K. Steele was a local preacher and influential civil rights activist who
resided in Tallahassee from the 1950s until his death in 1980.
Florida TOD Guidebook
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City Transit-Supportive Planning Efforts
Recognizing the link between land use and transportation planning, the City of Tallahasse and Leon
County created a multi-modal transportation district, or “mobility district,” for an eighteen-squaremile area in the heart of Tallahassee. The primary goal of the district is “to create a safe and desirable environment for pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users,” and the district’s strategies emphasize
alternative modes versus roadway widening and expanded choices for housing and transportation
options. To help implement the mobility district, the City also adopted an overlay zone for the core
areas within and adjacent to downtown Tallahassee.
TOD Framework
Site Level Measure
Community Center with
BRT/Bus
Orlando Future Land
Use Designations

Densit
du/ac

This overlay zone is designed to promote walkable,
urban mixed-use infill development and redevelop1.0-2.0
20-40
ment, with an emphasis on integrated neighborhoods and commercial centers rather than
Density
FAR
single-use parcels. The code focuses on the evoludu/ac
tion of suburban places into ones that emphasize
Residential Preservation
N/A
6
pedestrian connections, interconnected roadway
networks, and development with densities and land
Suburban
0.23-1.8
20
uses arranged along StarMetro routes to promote
Central Core
N/A
150
transit-supportive activity. The code correlates the
Central Urban
1.38
4-45
city’s zoning districts to urban forms as described
in the transect to indicate land development regulations. To further implement the mobility district, the City is also developing a plan referred to as
“Moving Tallahassee: Cars Optional,” which will further explore transportation choices ~ “(connections from) neighborhoods to businesses, parks, and workplaces via sidewalks, trails, bike routes,
and transit ~ and over time make cars optional within the Mobility District.”
FAR

Left: Adopted in 2008, the City’s
multi-modal transportation district
is accompanied by an overlay
zone in the core redevelopment
areas that include the TOD subject site. (www.talgov.com)
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The City of Tallahassee is developing a mobility implementation plan entitled “Moving Tallahassee: Cars Optional,”
which is designed to advance multi-modal transportation options and expand mobility choices for residents, businesses,
and visitors. The image above from the project website highlights the key strategies, including the West Tennessee
Transit Pilot project that could directly affect the TOD study area. (www.talgov.com)

There are two key transit initiatives in the
“Moving Tallahassee: Cars Optional” program
that should be noted with reference to the TOD
study area. The first is the West Tennessee
Transit Pilot Project, which proposed to convert
the outside travel lanes on West Tennessee
Street into transit-only lanes between Ocala and
Monroe Street. Although this project is not currently moving forward, it contains broad purposes, such as the separation of pedestrians on
sidewalks from fast-moving through traffic; and
faster transit service on the corridor, which may
be explored by the city over time. The second
transit initiative is a Transit Alternatives Study
to analyze the long-term options for West Tennessee Street and various multi-modal connections into the downtown area, including
bus-rapid transit, streetcar, or fixed-rail systems.
StarMetro has been awarded Federal funding
through the Federal Transit Administration to
conduct the study.
In addition to the City of Tallahassee, the Capital Region Transportation Planning Agency
(CRTPA), which includes Leon County as well
as neighboring Gadsden, Jefferson, and Wakulla
counties, serves as the region’s metropolitan
planning organization. The CRTPA expressly
emphasizes regional multi-modal transportation
in its vision statement, which emphasizes a netFlorida TOD Guidebook

work “that provides the most options for moving people and goods economically, effectively,
and safely.” In 2010, the CRTPA finalized its
“Regional Mobility Plan,” which identified the
potential for a range of multi-modal alternatives
to address the future transportation needs of the
area.
Also in 2010, the CRTPA completed a “Regional Transit Study,” addressing near-term,
mid-range, and long-term transit options to expand the mobility of the region. Among the
mid-term improvements identified in the plan,
the routing for StarMetro is planned for decentralization such that all routes would no longer
converge at Steele Plaza, and new routing
would incorporate timed transfers in a variety
of locations. However, new express routes
would be added from outlying areas (e.g., Monticello, Woodville, Havana, Tallahassee Regional Airport) with Steele Plaza as the point of
termination. In addition, the plan identified a
series of BRT routes that would terminate at
Steele Plaza. Two BRT routes would bring
commuters into the downtown from outlying
residential areas; however, the plan’s cost constraints excluded BRT on West Tennessee Street
from the Tallahassee Community College campus to Steele Plaza. Two streetcar routes were
also recommended in the plans, one circumnav-
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2006 Bird’s eye view overlooking the C.K. Steele Plaza.
(www.floridamemory.com)

igating the historic downtown and the other addressing the FSU campus, and both routes
would serve Steele Plaza. The plan also explored light rail and commuter rail improvements in the long-term; however, these were
excluded from the recommendations due to cost
constraints. The study concludes with a series
of urban design and development recommendations, addressing minimum densities (e.g., 1545 dwelling units per acre in urban activity
center districts), pedestrian circulation, mix of
uses, modal integration, parking, façade treatments, building scale, and related topics.

is the primary bus transfer facility for the Tallahassee StarMetro bus system. Steele Plaza is
located on Tennessee Street/U.S. Highway 90,
which is a four-to-six-lane divided highway that
has been the subject of significant transportation
and planning analysis over the past decade. The
Steele Plaza property is located at the heart of
Tallahassee’s central business district, centered
between the City’s two community redevelopment districts (the Downtown CRA lies to the
south and the Frenchtown district lies to the
north). Aside from the geometry of Tennessee
Street itself, the half-mile TOD district surrounding Steele Plaza represents an ideal
arrangement of pedestrian-scaled, walkable
streets and blocks. Tennessee Street has been
the subject of intense transportation planning
analysis by the City and Capital Region TPA,
including various premium transit options in the
long-term. Long-term plans for Steele Plaza
suggest an evolution from a bus-only intermodal facility to a broader multi-modal intermodal facility that may provide an interface for
proposed streetcar, local and commuter bus, bus
rapid transit. The City also has an extensive bicycle/pedestrian network that traverses the district, including the subject plaza.

For the City of Tallahassee, the TOD place type
analysis is focused on C.K. Steele Plaza, which

Recommended Land Use/Site Design/Development Standards
Location: Activity Centers should be located at: 1. the intersection of two major arterials,
2. along the region’s planned transit system, 3. near a multi-modal station, and/or 4. close to
limited access freeways/highways
Site size limit: 50-120 acres (for mixed use activity centers)
Densities: Urban Activity Centers: 15 du/ac., min FAR 0.3 (30 du/ac., 0.6-1.0 FAR near transit
stations). Suburban Activity Centers: 8 du/ac (up to 16 du/ac near transit stations)
TOD: min. 7 du/ac. Commercial Projects: 0.4-3.0 FAR (min. 1.0 in transit station areas)
Mix of uses: minimum of three principal uses.
Setbacks: 10 feet for mixed use developments
Height: increased base height limit to 90 feet

Regional Transit Study: Final Report (http://www.crtpa.org/files/41352729.pdf)
December 2012
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The City of Tallahassee is located in Leon
County.

Community Center Place Type: Tallahassee
County:

Leon

Local Agencies:

Tallahassee Improvement Authority, Community Redevelopment Agency, Capital Region Transportation Planning Agency

Population:

181,376

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

20.4%

Median Age:

26.1

Median Annual Household Income: $37,451
Existing Transit Service:

Bus

Planned Transit Service:
Transit Agencies:

Star Metro

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

19,981 jobs and units

Residential Units:

1,762 units

Gross Residential Density:

3.01 du/ac.

Employment:

18,219 jobs

Employment per Acre:

31.14 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

10.34:1

Building Height By Stories

1-28 stories

Number of Intersections:

124 (approximately 136/sq.mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1225-3650 ft.
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Block Structure

The Block Structure diagram illustrates the existing blocks in black and streets in white, within the TOD study area.
Note the ¼ mile radius and ½ mile radius centered about Steele Plaza. This area of downtown Tallahassee has a
diverse and strong street and block structure. Typical blocks range in size, on average, from 380’ x 380’ to 380’ x 850’.
The consistency of the street network and manageable block sizes creates helps to create an environment that is
suitable for pedestrians and other modes of mobility.
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Figure Ground

The Figure Ground diagram illustrates the existing building footprints within the study area, rendered in black. Note
how fragmented the building fabric appears. Despite the strong block structure illustrated in the previous diagram, this
diagram shows that the continuity of buildings along streets, which aid in making them pedestrian-friendly, is sporadic.
This diagram is useful in identifying potential locations for strategic infill development.
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Existing Land Use

This diagram illustrates the existing land uses, on the ground today, independent of the Future Land Use and Zoning designations. It is clear from
this map that a large percentage of the study area, 32%, is dedicated to institutional uses. There is more vacant land than mixed-use and retail
parcels combined. There is a strong multi-family component, 17% of all
parcels in study area, which is helpful to transit ridership.
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The Future Land Use map for downtown Tallahassee illustrates the allowable land
uses as adopted in the city’s Comprehensive Plan. This diagram indicates that the
majority of the TOD study area has a Future Land Use designation of Central Core
District, and then Central Urban District. The Central Core District promotes mixeduse, urban infill redevelopment with allowable residential densities up-to 150 dwelling
units/acre. The Central Urban District also promotes mixed-use redevelopment with
a greater emphasis on proper transitioning to adjacent neighborhoods. The Central
Urban district allows residential densities up-to 45 dwelling units/acre and both categories support multi-modal activities and TOD.
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Residential Units

167 du/ac

6 du/ac

459 du/ac

This diagram illustrates the concentrations, clusters, and scale of residential units in the TOD study
area. Note that there are very few units in the ¼ mile radius, most of those concentrated in a few
multi-family buildings. In the ½ mile radius there are concentrations of single-family units to the
north and east of the study area, suggesting a transition into existing neighborhoods. The majority
of residential units are highlighted in orange and red.
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Residential Density

This illustration clearly shows that in the downtown area, there exists a residential density that is not transit supportive.
The ¼ mile radius about the center of the TOD study area incorporates approximately 333 dwelling units. This equates
to a residential density of 2.23 units per acre. When the area of calculation for residential density expands to a ½ mile
radius, the density/acre increases to 3 dwelling units/acre. While there is a slight improvement in d.u./acre densities in
the ½ mile area, there is still a need for greater residential density in downtown.
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Non-Residential Intensity

Through a gradation of colors, this diagram illustrates the square footage size of existing
non-residential uses in the downtown Tallahassee TOD study area. The highest concentrations of non-residential uses gravitate towards the state capitol offices and other public agencies. The largest areas containing little-to-no non-residential uses include the Old City
Cemetery to the west, the Oakland Cemetery to the north, and Lucas High School to the
east.
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The areas in dark blue represent the parcels included in the employment intensity calculations within the ¼ mile radius,
while the areas in light blue are the parcels included in the ½ mile radius. In the Tallahassee TOD study area the existing
jobs/acre ratio actually increases (up-to 31 jobs/acre) outside of the ¼ mile radius do to the Florida State Capitol and
related government services to the south.
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This map illustrates the number of local StarMetro bus routes that converge in the TOD study area. This location was
selected in large part due to the existing C. K. Steele Plaza bus terminal located at Tennessee Street and Duval
Street (the red dot on the map). Routes A, B, C, D, E, and F stop at the bus terminal.
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This diagram clearly shows one of the greatest impediments to creating a robust pedestrian environment: surface parking
lots. The areas in orange illustrate the fields of asphalt that proliferate downtown Tallahassee. Creating a vital pedestrian
experience is essential if TOD is to flourish. Redeveloping street frontages with active uses, and relegating surface lots
to mid-block locations and/or building urban parking garages are essential to making the transition to successful TOD.
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Opportunities and Constraints to TOD
The City of Tallahassee and its TOD agency partners, including the CRTPA and StarMetro, have
clearly identified Steele Plaza and Tennessee Street as key pieces in the long-term mobility picture
for the region. The relevant transportation and land use planning documents indicate the role of
Steele Plaza will evolve over time, from a bus hub located along today’s commercial strip conditions
that characterize Tennessee Street to a future multi-modal hub that could include local bus, express
bus, streetcar, and bus-rapid transit as well as increased pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular activity.
Urban infill has already begun to occur in the historic downtown, with new mixed-use buildings,
structured parking, and urban-scale lodging facilities. However, the scattered development pattern
along Tennessee Street, with significant fields of parking, create a corridor of opportunity that extends into the surrounding blocks of the TOD district.
The City regulatory framework for infill development and new development in the TOD study area,
including the historic downtown to the south and “Frenchtown” to the north, emphasize an urban
pattern of higher density, mixed-use buildings and districts arranged along a gridded network of
walkable streets. While new hotel developments such as the A-Loft appear to be supported by the
market, further evidenced by reconstruction of the Sheraton Hotel along Tennessee Street, the market appears softer for residential products within the downtown area. The new mixed-use complex
along Duval Street appears to contain significant vacancies, both in upper-story residential as well
as ground-floor retail. Soft market conditions for residential uses in the downtown may require
public/private partnerships or other incentives to help establish a market basis that can symbiotically
feed retail/restaurant uses in the district.
The growing enrollment at the three educational
institutions, FSU, FAMU, and Tallahassee Community College, creates a tremendous opportunity
for infill housing and associated commercial use.
Successful campus settings are typically characterized by bicycle and pedestrian mobility, and
the large and growing number of students, faculty, and staff at these institutions creates a potential market for in-town urban housing that is
heavy on pedestrian-scale amenities but lighter
on parking and auto-dominance.
The cultural institutions in the historic downtown
also create a strong TOD opportunity to extend
users’ visits with easy transit access to ancillary
destinations for shopping, dining, or the subsequent cultural activity. Integrating these cultural
uses with lodging facilities in the district can tap
into a population of potential transit users that can
reinforce the economic success of the district by
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Downtown Tallahassee has begun to see new infill development and redevelopment of higher density and intensity. Pictured above is a new A-Loft Hotel, which is
located immediately adjacent to Steele Plaza fronting Tennessee Street. Image Source: TCRPC
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containing spending. The easier the transit and
pedestrian circulation is for visitors, the less potential “leakage” of revenue from the district.
The City of Tallahassee has already identified a
series of planning, economic, and socio-cultural
improvements and programs for Frenchtown.
In addition to criminal activity, the district’s relatively low home-ownership creates challenges
for code enforcement and property upkeep. The
city’s infill housing programs and investment,
already evidenced by the new housing stock adjacent to the City’s municipal office building,
can transform the district over time into one
with higher demand for residents.
Tennessee Street itself presents a potential constraint to the transit-supportive future of the district, and the corridor has been the subject of
significant discussion among elected officials
during the course of this evaluation (Spring
2012). Initially, the CRTPA Regional Transit
Study identified potential BRT along the corridor; however, given cost constraints, the plan
did not include the project in its cost-feasible
recommendations. Instead, the corridor was
identified for a pilot “take-a-lane” project by the
City and CRTPA to improve its function. As of
the date of this assessment, the pilot concept appears to be on-hold, pending additional discussions with the community. As a six-lane facility
with fairly high speeds, complete with strip
commercial development through the heart of
the TOD study area, Tennessee Street represents
the antithesis of what typically makes transit
work well. There are a variety of improvements
that could enhance the corridor, but these have
been positioned as inappropriate for the roadway’s commuter loads when it functions as US
90, carrying peak-hour traffic away from the
CBD to outlying residential areas. The corridor
is replete with surface parking areas, as is much
of the TOD district, which tend to increase
speeds and reduce pedestrian comfort.
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Pictured above are new infill residential units in the
Frenchtown district, immediately adjacent to a new municipal building that houses various City of Tallahassee
departments. Image Source: TCRPC

Parking lots, such as the one pictured above, dominate
much of the TOD district and Tennessee Street frontage.
Over time, these impervious surfaces can become urban
infill and/or structured parking to improve the urban character of the district. The peaked metal roof of Steele
Plaza is visible in the background of the photo. The yellow line in the photo indicates the east-bound lanes of
Tennessee Street/U.S. Highway 90.

The streets in the historic district, south of Tennessee
Street and pictured above, are shaded with on-street
parking, fronted by buildings, and interconnected with
well-designed pedestrian facilities. Image Source: TCRPC
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TOD Strategies
The City of Tallahassee has already identified a number of mechanisms to improve the transit-supportive conditions along Tennessee Street and throughout the TOD study area. The City’s comprehensive plan, multi-modal transportation district, and overlay zone combine to direct higher
densities and intensities into the urban activity center to the south of Tennessee Street (in the historic
downtown) and moderate density and intensity to the north. However, the regulatory framework
will continue to be challenged by Tennessee Street in its current six-lane, high-speed arterial condition. The City and its partners have a continuing opportunity to evaluate the treatment of Tennessee Street as it evolves and as Steele Plaza begins to play a different role in the local and regional
transit network.
While infill lodging facilities are newly built and under construction, residential uses in the core
downtown appear to have economic constraint. Additional financial incentives may be necessary
to underwrite or otherwise financially assist the development of residential uses to improve the
jobs/housing balance in the district.
The City and its partners appear to have strong existing relationships with the higher education institutions that abut the historic district. Continued dialogue regarding expanded transit,
bicycle/pedestrian networks, university-related housing, and related uses will help inform City
planning efforts and identify projects of common benefit in the area.
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West Palm Beach
West Palm Beach, located in Palm Beach County, is a Community Center place type in scale that
tends to function as a Regional Center. West Palm Beach is the county seat and serves as the principal city in the region. The city strives to encourage downtown redevelopment, while maintaining
a mid-sized city scale as compared to other major Florida cities. An extensive transportation system
is available, including an international airport, easy interstate and turnpike access, existing and
planned passenger rail services, local bus, a trolley circulator, and an interconnected bicycle and
pedestrian network. The station area is focused around a planned passenger rail station in the downtown as identified in the South Florida East Coast Corridor Study (SFECC).
History of Transit
Like most east coast Florida communities, the development of
West Palm Beach is inextricably tied to the Florida East Coast
(FEC) railroad. Henry M. Flagler, a partner in Rockefeller’s
Standard Oil Company, built the railroad that opened the east
coast of Florida for development. In addition to providing
transportation, Flagler established a string of luxurious hotels
and new destinations that would eventually extend from St. Augustine to Key West and include West Palm Beach.
When Henry Flagler first arrived in 1893, he called what was
then known as the Lake Worth region "a veritable paradise"
and decided to build a resort on the island of Palm Beach. West
Palm Beach was built on the shore of Lake Worth to house those who constructed and serviced
Flagler’s hotels, which were located across the lagoon on the barrier island. Flagler’s surveyors
laid out West Palm Beach in a simple grid, naming the streets alphabetically for native plants. Rail
service was critical for economic expansion and passenger travel. Clematis Street, a bustling main
street, connected the train station to a ferry that took visitors to the island. In 1925, the Seaboard
Air Line Railway became the second train line to service West Palm Beach, running on the Chessie
and Seaboard railroad (CSX) tracks. Cities along Florida’s east coast flourished with the convenient
interconnectivity.

TOP: An advertisement for the FEC
transportation system, which provided
rail service to Key West and a
steamship between Miami and Nassau,
Bahamas. RIGHT: Henry Flagler built
magnificent hotels, such as the Royal
Poinciana Hotel (shown in the foreground of this postcard) and the Breakers Hotel (shown in the distance), to
attract and entertain wealthy visitors.
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In the 1950s and 1960s, the combination of
aging infrastructure and lifestyle expectations
promoted by suburban developers lured residents out of the city center and original neighborhoods into new developments located west
of I-95. Businesses followed over time, lining
the roadways with strip shopping centers. Compounding a nationwide trend toward suburban
settlement, a labor dispute removed passenger
service from the FEC in 1968; for the past halfcentury, the FEC has carried only freight
through South Florida.
The downtown was impacted further in 1986,
when a developer quietly acquired 340 individual, contiguous parcels of land in just nine
months. Called Downtown/Uptown, the intended plan was to recreate the west end of the
downtown as a spectacular gateway to Palm
Beach. After razing most of the buildings, the
project ultimately failed, leaving 14 vacant
blocks in the center of the city. This failure both
stunted investment in the downtown and insu-

lated it from suburban settlement practices that
impacted other cities during this era.
Concerns over regional mobility intensified in
the late 1980s when expansion plans for I-95
evolved. To remedy congestion during interstate construction, the State of Florida Governor
and Cabinet created the Tri-Rail Authority to
provide inter-regional commuter rail service
from Miami-Dade County north through
Broward County into Palm Beach County. The
FEC corridor was initially evaluated for “TriRail” commuter service, but negotiations were
unsuccessful. As a result, Tri-Rail currently
runs only on the CSX rail corridor. Tri-Rail is
a true commuter rail system with only eighteen
stations spaced along a 72-mile portion of the
CSX corridor.
In the early 1990s, City leaders decided to forge
a new plan to reclaim the downtown. The
Downtown Master Plan (DMP), crafted by
DPZ, was adopted in 1995, restoring city-build-

An aerial view of the vacant Downtown/Uptown properties. Through City and CRA efforts, CityPlace, a mixed use
lifestyle center, would open in 2000, infilling the blocks located on the north (right) side of Okeechobee Blvd. On the
south side of Okeechobee Blvd., the Palm Beach County Convention Center opened in 2004 and CityPlace South Tower
opened in 2008, offering 419 residences in a 20-story condominium. The red dashed line is the FEC railroad corridor.
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ing development practices through one of the
first municipally adopted form-based codes in
the country. The City and CRA seized control
of the vacant Downtown/Uptown land, which
had fallen into foreclosure and issued a nationwide request for proposals. In 2000, CityPlace,
a mixed-use infill project opened with 600,000
sf. of commercial space, a 20-screen movie theater, and 570 private residences. Following the
success of CityPlace, more than 4,000 new residential units were built in downtown in the next
decade, providing significant progress toward
the intended live-work-play environment.
Public investment has also been made in civic
uses. A new library, city hall, and waterfront
park were recently completed.
Many
streetscape projects have narrowed streets and
improved the pedestrian and bicycle environment.

A view of CityPlace with the original church restored as
the Harriet Himmel Theater as the centerpiece.

In 2005, the Metropolitan Planning Organizations in Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm
Beach counties partnered with FDOT to initiate
the SFECC Study. This multi-year analysis is
underway, evaluating the potential for reintroducing transit on the FEC railroad along the 85-

A map of the Tri-Rail system with existing stations depicted as white circles on the orange line. The potential Tri-Rail extension to Jupiter is shown as small orange circles. Stations labeled with a blue box
identify existing stations currently under planning study to incorporate adjacent transit-oriented development (TOD). Purple boxes indicate locations currently under study for new stations with TOD.
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mile stretch of railroad from downtown Miami
north to the northern Palm Beach County line.
The SFECC Study initially identified 60 potential “station areas,” generally located along
roadways with I-95 access and/or in close proximity to town centers, major employment centers, and dense residential populations. Since
initiation of the study, the number of station
areas under consideration has grown to nearly
100 in response to local requests, updated information, and the addition of previously overlooked station opportunities.
A number of service options are being evaluated
in the SFECC Study. There is strong potential
to augment Tri-Rail (on the CSX corridor) with
varied service options on the FEC corridor,
which would significantly expand mobility
choices in the region. At build-out, the new system could run both local and express trains. Expanding transit service onto the FEC also
creates an option to open the east coast to intercity and inter-state services, efficiently using the
same infrastructure. Amtrak service could be
extended on the FEC north of the city. Also,
FEC Industries recently announced plans for a
private commuter express service connecting
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, and
Orlando. Clearly the potential for future passenger service on the FEC corridor is significant.

The SFECC study is analyzing a potential transit system
with 50 to 80 points of access spaced along an 85-mile
portion on the FEC corridor between Miami and Jupiter.

The proposed FEC station that is the subject of
this place type analysis is located at CityPlace
and has strong TOD potential. The Palm Beach
County Convention Center (PBCCC) Palm
Beach Atlantic University (PBAU), the future
FSU College of Motion Picture Arts/Digital Domain Institute, and a significant number of residences and offices would be served in the
immediate vicinity. The projected ridership for
this location is very high.
The proposed Amtrak Coastal Route (shown in blue)
would extend between West Palm Beach and Jacksonville utilizing the FEC corridor.
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The City of West Palm Beach is located
in Palm Beach County.

Community Center Place Type: City of West Palm Beach
County:

Palm Beach

Local Agencies:

CRA, Downtown Development Authority
(DDA)

Population:

99,919

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

21.7%

Median Age:

38.1

CityPlace is knit into the historic city fabric; a school from 1908 is located at the
end of Hibiscus Street, adjacent to the
project.

Median Annual Household Income: $36,774
Existing Transit Service

Amtrak, Tri-Rail, Greyhound, Bus, Trolley

Planned Transit Service

FEC local & express service (SFECC)
FEC Industries inter-city commuter service

Transit Agencies:

SFRTA, Palm Tran, DDA (operates trolley)

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

23,203 jobs and units

Residential Units:

6,935 units

Gross Residential Density:

12 du/ac.

Employment:

16,268 jobs

Employment per Acre:

28 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

2.3:1

Building Height By Stories

1 to 20

Number of Intersections:

137 (approximately 150/sq. mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1,300-7,800 ft.
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The Seaboard Train Station is one of the
most successful multi-modal nodes in the
region. Students attending the local
choice arts high school commute using
Tri-Rail.
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Block Structure

Dreyfoos
School of
the Arts

CityPlace

PBCCC

PBAU

The perimeter of original city blocks is typically 1,300 feet with a bisecting alley. The blocks between Sapodilla and
Tamarind Avenues, north of Dreyfoos School of the Arts are larger, measuring about 1,000 feet in length. The westernmost area has the largest blocks, with access further limited by the CSX rail corridor. CityPlace, the convention center,
and PBAU campus have removed streets through redevelopment, creating large block perimeters at those destinations.
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Figure Ground

CityPlace

Howard
Park

PBCCC

Woodlawn
Cemetery

The Figure Ground analysis indicates the areas with the highest pedestrian activity levels, CityPlace and Clematis
Street, also have high spatial definition. The quantity of open parcels demonstrates that despite the significant projects
constructed in the past 15 years, vacant land is still abundant. Howard Park and the Woodlawn Cemetery comprise the
two large open areas south of Okeechobee Blvd. The park provides through access for pedestrians and cyclists, while
the cemetery acts as a green buffer along the FEC rail corridor.
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Existing Land Use

Most of the study area is in the DMP, which generally allows a wide range
of uses and does not expressly limit density. Currently, 16.3% of the
study area has a residential land use component. The highest allocation
is for institutional uses, which reflects the government, educational, and
cultural uses located within the downtown area.
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Future Land Use

Most of the study area is in the DMP, which has an Urban Central Business District land use designation. The DMP further delineates sub-areas
to provide direction regarding intensity, scale and character, but does not
expressly limit density. Outside of the DMP, the Community Service land
use designation reflects PBAU, churches, and the cemetery.
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Residential Units

118 du/ac

61 du/ac

330 du/ac

12 du/ac

6,384 residences are distributed throughout the study area. The map reflects neighborhoods
that are comprised predominantly of single-family homes located to the north and south of the
downtown core. Within a half-mile distance, the scale and intensity of buildings transition from
20-story condominiums to one and two-story homes, accommodating a wide range of housing
types.
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Residential Density

With almost 25 units/acre within one quarter-mile of the station, West Palm Beach is infilling with the residential density
needed to support commuter rail service. Considering the vacant/underdeveloped land designated with appropriate
land use and zoning, the City is well-positioned to continue to infill and redevelop in a transit-supportive pattern.
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Non-Residential Intensity

Due to the presence of Clear Lake and the CSX rail corridor to the west, east-west access
into the downtown is fairly limited. Okeechobee Blvd. is the primary route, with an I-95 interchange to the west and a bridge into the Town of Palm Beach to the east. Banyan Blvd.
is also a main accessway due to its direct connection to Australian Ave., a main north-south
corridor in the city. Commercial development is concentrated around these roadways.
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Employment Intensity

The quantity of employment within the station area places the city firmly in the Community Center place type. Currently,
16,268 jobs are located within a 1/2 mile of the station. Commuter/Light Rail is anticipated to serve 12,000 to 18,000
jobs at this scale. A Regional Center context anticipates 40,000 to 60,000 jobs using this type of system. Based on
employment, the city can support the proposed FEC services and has the potential to evolve over time into a Regional
Center, if desired.
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Transit Service

In addition to walkable streets, the proposed
station interfaces with several other transit options. A local trolley circulates through downtown, Palm Tran buses provide connections
throughout the city, and the Seaboard train
station provides inter-city access via Tri-Rail,
Amtrak, and Greyhound.
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The City and TOD
The City of West Palm Beach has embraced the concept of TOD and has been
working toward establishing a multimodal, mixed-use downtown for almost
20 years. Following the key paradigm
shift that occurred in the early 1990s
during the drafting and adoption process
of the Downtown Master Plan, the City
has reinforced its commitment to quality
urban development in several other efforts. In January 2005, a charrette focused on the area surrounding the
existing Seaboard Train Station to ensure transit-supportive development occurred on the largely government
controlled parcels. Following the recommendations of the Transit Village
Charrette Report, to date, the Palm
© TCRPC
Tran’s West Palm Beach Multi-modal The Master Plan from the Transit Village Charrette Report.
Center was completed, the Health Department was relocated into a new building, and an RFP is currently active for the County’s “wedge”
parcel. Recommendations from the report were incorporated into the update of the DMP, including
strategies to reduce pedestrian distances in the area north of CityPlace by introducing new streets
and encouraging new pedestrian passageways.

Development facing Flagler Drive prior to the adoption of
the form-based code and Downtown Master Plan.
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Development facing Flagler Drive under the form-based
code and Downtown Master Plan.
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CityPlace Station TOD Strategies

Destinations at the CityPlace Station
CityPlace
Raymond F. Kravis Center
Alexander W. Dreyfoos Jr. School of the Arts
Palm Beach Atlantic University
Palm Beach County Convention Center,
FSU/Digital Domain

A charrette was held in January of 2010 in conjuction with the SFECC Study, to identify the
location for a new rail connection between the
FEC and CSX railways, to determine preferred
locations for new train stations, and to maximize opportunities for TOD in the surrounding
areas. The FEC-CSX Connector Master Plan
proposes a train station adjacent to CityPlace at the intersection of Hibiscus Street and Quadrille
Boulevard. This station location provides direct access into the center of CityPlace and a full range
of uses, including residences, shopping, restaurants, offices, schools, and cultural destinations. One
block is vacant on the east side of the proposed station; however, the city’s regulatory framework
will ensure a transit-supportive form of development over time.
Integrate the Station into the City Fabric
The FEC-CSX Connector Master Plan proposes integrating the station building into the city fabric
in a manner that both strengthens the public realm and protects the existing street grid. By utilizing
a large block, the platforms are accommodated without conflict to the existing street grid. The station building is designed to provide a strong civic presence facing Hibiscus Avenue, with platforms
extending southward along Quadrille Boulevard. As a result, the existing CityPlace parking garage
will be shielded from view, improving the aesthetics of the elevation facing Quadrille Boulevard.
Placing the station in this location has the added benefit of establishing an active use along Quadrille
Boulevard, introducing a level of natural surveillance of the street that is currently not accomplished
by the parking garage structure.

© TCRPC/ ARX Solutions
A view of the proposed CityPlace Station facing Hibiscus Street.
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Dreyfoos
SOA

City
Palms

Prado

CityPlace
Kravis
Center
FSU/
Digital
Domain

PBCCC

CityPlace
South
Tower

City Plaza
I & II

PBAU

The proposed station provides access to a wide range of users in the downtown area.

© TCRPC/ ARX Solutions
A view of the current condition along Quadrille Boulevard.

© TCRPC/ ARX Solutions
A view of the proposed station along Quadrille Boulevard.
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Pedestrian Improvements
The downtown has a complete network of sidewalks and crosswalks to support the pedestrian
activity in the area. Generally, in areas with high
levels of pedestrian activity, the City has provided sidewalks adequately sized to support the
additional foot traffic. The streets in CityPlace
are very well executed. Streets are shaded with
trees or arcades; on-street parking is provided;
and a comfortable spatial enclosure is achieved.
Consequently, motorists travel at low speeds,
generally around 15 mph. The city streets outside of CityPlace on the north side of Okeechobee Boulevard are also designed to
comfortably accommodate both pedestrians and
motorists. Streets are mostly two-lane with onstreet parking, adequate sidewalks, shade trees,
and good spatial enclosure.

using curb rather than painted striping, the turning movements into and out of CityPlace will
be slightly slowed. These changes will also reduce the distance and time needed for pedestrians to cross the road.
Improving the signalization cycles to respond
to pedestrian needs is also recommended. The
pedestrian crossing lights have long intervals
between cycles and, though the crosswalks have
countdown signals, the time allotted for pedestrians to crossings is too short. 15 seconds is
barely sufficient crossing time for fully ambulatory adults who step off the curb immediately
upon receiving the right of way; groups, children, and elderly people need more time to
comfortably cross. The crossing lights should
be adjusted to provide a little more crossing
time and should be programmed to respond to
pedestrian crossing needs faster.

The FEC-CSX Connector Master Plan identified two exceptions to the generally strong multimodal environment. Quadrille Boulevard
seems too wide for the traffic volumes that are
present (during the week of the study). In areas
without on-street parking, vehicles travel too
fast given the surrounding urban conditions.
The addition of on-street parking to Quadrille
Boulevard, if possible, would reduce vehicle
speeds and shelter pedestrians.
Improving the intersection of Okeechobee
Boulevard and Rosemary Avenue was identified
as particularly important. The pedestrian crosswalks span four lanes in each direction; vehicles
tend to block the crosswalks; and the vehicular
travel speeds tend to be quite fast outside of
peak travel times. In order to improve the intersection, a slight physical alteration is recommended to the center median at Rosemary
Avenue, which leads directly into the heart of
CityPlace. The curb line of the median should
be adjusted to reduce corner radii and, thus, the
amount of asphalt (shown in the diagram on the
following page). By defining vehicular lanes
December 2012

TOP: Clematis Street. BOTTOM: Flagler Drive. The City
has designed streets that are comfortable for all users.
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Proposed Alteration to Okeechobee Boulevard & Rosemary Avenue

1

2

3

© TCRPC

The proposed changes to the Okeechobee Boulevard
median at the intersection with Rosemary Avenue retain
the current travel and turn lanes, maintain the flow of traffic, calm vehicular speeds during turning movements, and
reduce the distance and time necessary for pedestrians
to cross the road:
1 Corner curb radius reduced to 20 feet, which reduces
the pedestrian crossing by 26 feet and 5.9 seconds.
2 Corner curb radius reduced to 20 feet, which reduces
the pedestrian crossing by 14 feet and 3.2 seconds.
3 Corner curb radius reduced to 20 feet, which reduces
the pedestrian crossing by 23 feet and 5.3 seconds.
An aerial view from Bing.com showing the entry into
downtown and the Okeechobee Boulevard median.
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Neighborhood Center

Collier County

The East Naples area of Collier County is classified as a Neighborhood Center scale, comprised of
predominantly low density residential development, with US 41, a significant commercial corridor,
bisecting the area. Collier County is served by local and regional bus service. The focus of the
study area is the Collier County Government Center, which contains the county headquarters, including county administrative offices, the courthouse, jail, and tax collector. In addition to the significant employment center, the complex is also the site of the passenger transfer station for the
local bus system. The Government Center is one of only five locations in the county with a premium transit service level.
History of Naples
Except for the Caloosa Indians, southwest
Florida remained virtually uninhabited until
after the American Civil War. In the late 1860s
the first pioneers arrived, relying upon farming,
fishing, and hunting for a living, as well as trapping otters and alligators for their pelts and
hides. Trading posts on Chokoloskee Island and
at Everglades City were important gathering
places for the few isolated settlers and Indians.
Throughout the 1870s and 1880s, magazine and Tamiami Trail Blazers. Image Source: floridamemory.com
newspaper articles described the mild climate and abundant fish and game in the area as "surpassing
the bay in Naples, Italy" so often that the name “Naples” was eventually coined. By the late 1880s,
Naples was gaining popularity as a winter resort for wealthy Northerners and sportsmen. Cattle
ranching flourished in the area in the 1900s, aided by new railroad access that reached nearby Punta
Gorda.
In 1911, Barron G. Collier had a tremendous impact on the growth of the Naples area. Collier was
a millionaire, having amassed his fortune from streetcar advertising, and he believed that Florida's
west coast could enjoy the same boom that the east coast was experiencing in the 1920s. He bought
more than a million acres of untouched swampland, including most of Naples. He understood in
order for the area to flourish, additional transportation infrastructure was necessary. In exchange
for naming the county after him, Collier personally spent more than $1 million to construct a paved
road connecting Miami to Tampa. The Tamiami Trail (US 41) opened in 1928 which greatly expanding the area’s agriculture and resort activities.
World War II brought the next wave of growth when the U.S. Army Air Field (now Naples Airport)
was activated in 1943 to train combat pilots. The Naples base had several hundred troops and after
the war, many returned to settle in the area. The area sustained a direct hit by Hurricane Donna in
1960, but rather than stunt growth, instead it infused the area with insurance money and loans. In
1962, the County seat was transferred from Everglades City to East Naples. The Collier County
Government Center is the focal point of the study area.
Like so much of Florida, Collier County has grown significantly in the last half century. The number of County residents grew from 6,488 in 1950 to 85,000 by 1980. By 2010, the County reported
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321,520 residents, growing at a rate of 27.9%,
well above the state’s growth rate of 17.6%.
East Naples
In the coastal downtown of the city of Naples,
like many historic downtown in Florida, the
original development pattern is characterized as
compact and walkable, featuring a mix of uses.
The uniform block structure continues to
Naples Bay, crossing it via the Tamiami Trail.
US 41 has evolved over time into a commercial
corridor predominantly characterized by commercial strip development patterns. The surrounding area, east of the historic city core, is
settled in individually developed, predominantly low density residential projects that become
increasingly
disconnected
and
internalized to the north and east. In short, this
area of Collier County, like much of Florida, is
largely sprawling.

A view of 5th Avenue in downtown Naples, which extends
from US 41 to the Gulf. 5th Avenue is the city’s main
street and is considered one of the best in Florida.

Transportation
The Alternative Transportation Modes Department of Collier County oversees the public transit system. The County system includes the
Collier Area Transit (CAT) and the Transportation Disadvantaged System (TD) and provides
both paratransit and local, fixed bus services. In
addition, in cooperation with Lee Tran, the Lee
County transit provider, a new regional service,
the “LinC,” began operation in 2011, connecting the two neighboring counties with buses
every 1-1/2 hours.
Collier Area Paratransit (CAP) provides transportation for passengers traveling to medical appointments, nutrition sites, and work. Use of
the CAP system requires pre-certification; all
passengers using the system are either disabled
or low income. As of June 1st, 2012, medical
trips will be handled by a new service provider
while CAP will continue to provide rides for
trips to work and nutrition sites.
December 2012

The CAT service map and schedule.
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CAT provides public transit services throughout
the County, including the Naples area,
Immokalee, and Marco Island. Annual ridership has exceeded 1 million boardings since
2005, with 1,154,702 boardings reported in the
Collier County Transit Development Plan Annual Update Report for 2011. The Collier
County Government Center houses the passenger transfer station, where six of the ten regular
bus routes converge, resulting in almost 900
passengers using the facility daily. Headways
in the local system are generally 1 to 1-1/2
hours. The current transfer facility is temporary
and is comprised of benches, portable bathroom
facilities, and tents offering shade in one of the
center’s surface parking lots. The facility is
woefully inadequate, providing little shelter
from the elements.
A new intermodal transfer station is underway.
The CAT was awarded two grants to design and
build a new facility: $1.3 million from FDOT
Intermodal Grant (May 2009) and $1.4 from a
Transportation Regional Incentive Program
(TRIP) grant (October 2010). The new station
will wrap and occupy part of an existing parking
structure on the government campus. In addition to providing secure, sheltered waiting areas,
bathrooms, customer service, and staff offices,
the creative adaptation of the garage has the
added benefit of lining the parking with an active use, improving the building façade.
Recent Planning Efforts
The County has been actively planning and
redirecting sprawling development patterns into
a more sustainable future for more than fifteen
years. Beginning with the citizen-led FOCUS
(Future of Collier Created by Us) effort in 1998,
and continuing in the Toward Better Places plan
in 2000, County leaders, citizens, and staff have
been redefining the vision for the future and the
regulatory tools that shape it to redirect development from a sprawling pattern to one that
Florida TOD Guidebook

The existing transfer facility is temporary in nature, comprised of portable bathroom facilities, benches, and tents
located in a parking lot.

An image of the new intermodal transfer station. The new
facility will wrap an existing parking garage. The building
is funded, moving through the permitting process, and expected to open in December 2013.

“improves as it grows.” A testament to the
commitment of local leadership, the power of
the process, and the thoroughness of the Toward
Better Places plan, is that more than ten years
later, its recommendations are still valid and
providing guidance.
Collier County is in the process of completing
a Master Mobility Plan (MMP). The County
initiated the MMP to identify measures to increase the efficiency of County transportation
systems and lower carbon emissions. The plan
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studies land use policy, infrastructure needs,
transit, and other multi-modal options to lower
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). The MMP is
possible due to the receipt of an Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant provided
by the United States Department of Energy; the
grant was created as a result of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The
current and final phase of the project is underway, and it includes policy recommendations to
help guide growth into a transit-supportive pattern and one that produces a lower VMT.

“Transition from a road-based impact fee to
a mobility fee to provide the flexibility to expend impact fee revenue on capital infrastructure that support all modes of travel,
including roadway, transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian infrastructure.”
- Recommendation from the
Master Mobility Plan Draft

CRA & MSTU
Most of the station area is located within the
boundary of the Bayshore Gateway Triangle
CRA, which was established in 2000. The impact of the CRA has been widespread, including
public infrastructure projects like storm water
improvements and matching grant programs to
help improve private properties. The parking facility on the south side of the Government Center campus, which will house the new
intermodal facility, marks the edge of the CRA
boundary on the east side of Tamiami Trail.
The CRA Redevelopment Plan, adopted in
2000, called for addressing the regulatory
framework to provide an overlay to encourage
redevelopment within the CRA. The
Bayshore/Gateway Triangle Redevelopment
Overlay was established in the Comprehensive
Plan, promoting higher residential densities as
well as a range of commercial uses within the
CRA. In 2005, two zoning overlays were
adopted to further implement the plan: Gateway Triangle Mixed Use District (GT-MUD)
and the Bayshore Mixed Use District.
Refinements to the code are ongoing and clearly
reflect place-making techniques. Lot regulations are prescribed per the type of housing, and
a wide range is anticipated. Building setbacks
have both minimum and maximum regulations,
December 2012

The boundary of the Bayshore Gateway Triangle CRA is
outlined in red. A red dot marks the location of the new
intermodal station and center of the station area for the
purposes of this study.
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and building location is coordinated with the adjoining streetscape. The code’s architectural
standards are high, and elements like porches
are encouraged by allowing setback encroachments. Generally, interconnectivity within projects and to adjoining properties is required, and
on-street parking is encouraged. The direction
is clearly toward city-building and away from
sprawl.
The portion of the Bayshore Gateway Triangle
CRA located on the south side of US 41 is also
located within the “Bayshore Beautification
Municipal Service Taxing District (MSTU).”
The CRA and MSTU Advisory Committee
work collaboratively on mutually beneficial
projects. The MSTU is focused on beautification efforts, including streetscape and traffic
calming improvements, public art installations,
marketing, and other efforts that physically improve the area. Bayshore Drive was recently
improved under this program, with new landscaped medians, street lights, a designated bike

Bayshore Beautification MSTU has recently completed
streetscape improvements on Bayshore Drive. In addition
to landscaping and sidewalks, the project design also
called for coloring the bike lane green which clearly demarcates the area intended for cyclists and has the added
benefit of visually narrowing the roadway width to calm
traffic.

LEFT: An image of 5th Avenue in downtown Naples. RIGHT: The Land Development Code steers commercial and
mixed use development into a similar scale and mass as found on 5th Avenue in downtown Naples.
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path, and new street furniture at four CAT bus
stops. These efforts are shaping the public sector infrastructure into a multi-modal environment.
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Naples

East Naples is located in Collier County.

Neighborhood Center Place Type: East Naples
County:

Collier

Local Agencies:

Bayshore Gateway Triangle CRA

Population:

321,520

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

27.9%

Median Age:

46.9

Bus Stop in Collier County.

Median Annual Household Income: $56,106
Existing Transit Service:

Local Bus, Regional Bus, Paratransit Service

Planned Transit Service:

New Intermodal Transfer Station

Transit Agencies:

Collier Area Transit

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

6,218 jobs and units

Residential Units:

1,708 units

Gross Residential Density:

2.78 du/ac.

Employment:

4,510 jobs

Employment per Acre:

7.36 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

2.64:1

Building Height By Stories

1-16 stories

Number of Intersections:

24 (approximately 25/sq.mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1,620 - 12,060 ft.
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Block Structure

The block structure in the governmental center and TOD study area is comprised of many “super-blocks” which can
make the pedestrian experience challenging. A primary goal of retrofitting TOD principles is to provide new streets and
passages where possible and clarify and protect pedestrian ways.
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Figure Ground

The East Naples figure ground diagram clearly illustrates the large-format governmental buildings; the in-line shopping
centers; adjacent single family fabric; and even the mobile home park at Gordon Street. Redevelopment goals should
include infilling the areas in white, along streets, with buildings to stitch the urban fabric back together.
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Existing Land Use

Multi-family residential is the primary land use (34%). Retail is the second-most prominent land use (16%) and institutional is a close third (15%).
Mixed-use is not evident on any parcels. A key goal in transforming the
government center and transit hub to TOD is to better connect and integrate these uses.
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Future Land Use

The station area has three Future Land Use designations. The transit station land use is Mixed Use Activity Center,
which encourages a wide range of uses, including residential development at 16 units/acre. The other categories are
generally residential with higher densities allowed in the Urban Residential sub-district than the Urban Coastal Subdistrict, which provides a transition between western conservation lands and the remaining urban area.
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Residential Units

7 du/ac

12 du/ac

5 du/ac

Notice that the study area, particularly within the ½ mile radius, has large concentrations of multifamily and higher density residential. Through incremental mixed-use redevelopment, especially
at the shopping center across US 41 from the transit station, the number of residential units (and
potential riders) can be increased within the 5-minute walk, ¼ mile radius. These redevelopment
opportunities are illustrated on page 21.
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This diagram clearly illustrates the need for greater residential densities within the TOD study area. As described in
this chapter, enhancing the US 41 corridor, and making it an appropriate address for residential uses, will be vital in
achieving the full benefits of TOD at this location.
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Non-Residential Intensity

The Non-Residential Intensity diagram is a useful filter in identifying potential mixed-use
redevelopment sites. While the station location at the Collier County government complex
may not be suitable for substantial mixed-use redevelopment, the shopping centers along
US 41 could provide opportunities to diversify uses overtime.
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The majority of jobs in the TOD study area are within the ¼-mile radius at the Collier County governmental complex.
With nearly 4,500 jobs within the ½-mile radius, this location is consistent with the job density recommended for a
Community Center in the Framework for TOD in Florida document.
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Transit Service

This map illustrates the number of local Collier Area
Transit (CAT) bus routes that converge in the TOD
study area. The Brown, Green, Orange, Red, Purple,
and Blue routes all make stops and transfers at the
government center station.
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TOD Strategies
The planning and investment efforts by the County and CRA have laid the framework to reshape
the East Naples area. Retrofitting auto-oriented, sprawling development patterns is neither easy
nor does it happen quickly. The land use designations call for mixed-use development with higher
residential densities than have historically occurred in the area. When these uses are combined
with the descriptions of the desired, interconnected development pattern, a transit-supportive environment should result at a Neighborhood Center level. As the aging buildings and strip centers
become targets for development, the opportunity for significant projects that can redefine the area
should emerge.
Florida TOD Framework
Site Level Measure

FAR

Density
du/ac

Neighborhood Center with
Bus Rapid Transit/Bus

1.0-1.5

12-15

Collier County Future Land
Use Designation

FAR

Density
du/ac

Urban Residential
(plus Potential TDRs)

Not Specified

16 (+1)

Urban Coastal Fringe
(plus Potential Bonuses)

Not Specified

4 (+3)

Mixed Use Activity Center

Not Specified

16

Establishing a transit-supportive environment
will be challenging given the sparse block structure in the area. Every transit trip begins and
ends as a pedestrian trip - at least for part of the
journey - so establishing complete streets that
comfortably accommodate pedestrians as well
as other users (in automobiles and on bicycles)
is crucial within a TOD district. In addition, to
truly achieve mixed use, the residential address
must be desirable. In order to accommodate
these objectives on large corridors like US41, a
two-fold approach is necessary: first, the public
corridor must be humanized for pedestrians and
cyclists by creating a comfortable frontage condition; and, second, a tertiary system of routes
must be established to interconnect origins and
destinations on adjoining properties.
For regional corridors like US 41, the common
traffic-calming techniques like reducing the
number of lanes or installing on-street parking
are significantly more challenging to accomplish than on local roads, especially in areas
Florida TOD Guidebook

TOP: A pedestrian walking on the east side of US 41 next
to the Government Center complex. BOTTOM: A pedestrian walking on the west side of US 41 north of the shopping center.
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without a parallel roadway network. In order
to change the face of the corridor, one technique
being explored in Palm Beach County that
could be applied to US 41, is the utilization of
setback areas of adjoining properties to augment
the streetscape. Procedurally, this can be accomplished as follows:

plays, street furniture, and space for doors to
swing open. The buildings begin to help enclose the corridor and create a place.

Condition 1: Enhanced Sidewalk
This condition utilizes a front setback of 20 feet
to augment the existing sidewalk and landscaping. Most corridors are constructed with a sidewalk alongside the travel lanes, which places
the pedestrian uncomfortably close to moving
traffic. In this strategy, the typical 5-ft. wide
sidewalk is left in place, and regularly spaced
shade trees are planted in the first 5 feet of the
setback, next to the sidewalk. This arrangement
places the trees far enough away from moving
traffic to meet the standards for arterial roadways.

2

1

The remaining 15 feet of setback easily accommodates a new wide sidewalk alongside the
building, creating a more interesting walk than
alongside parking lots. The sidewalk is generous enough to allow for outdoor seating or dis-

2

2

© S. Fett/ TCRPC
A study of how the private frontages on US 41 could be
designed to augment the public right-of-way to create a
more transit-friendly condition.
1 Enhanced Sidewalk Condition. Smaller, infill parcels
detail the front setback area with a mix of hardscape and
landscape to create a better pedestrian realm.

© Marcela Camblor/ TCRPC
An image of a commercial corridor with a wide sidewalk
and trees installed between the travel lanes and the
pedestrian route, offering a physical separation from traffic
and improved function.
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2 Slip Street Condition. The redevelopment of large
parcels (i.e. shopping centers) presents the opportunity
to create a boulevard section, creating a small main street
condition parallel to new buildings.
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Condition 2: The Slip Street
This condition requires a setback of 60 feet, but it has many benefits, including allowing on-street
parking in front of the buildings. This is crucial for successful retail but difficult to achieve within
the right-of-way for these types of roads. The strategy here it is to create a boulevard section by
installing a 20-ft, wide median, a one-way street with on-street parking, and then a generous sidewalk with regularly spaced shade trees. In essence, the result is a pedestrian-friendly parallel main
street. This configuration has the added benefit of augmenting roadway capacity, though in a slower
moving facility.

© ARX Solutions/ TCRPC

Setback

Public ROW

Setback
© ARX Solutions/ TCRPC

These two images show how installing parallel service lanes can create a boulevard section over time. The result is
non-interrupted travel lanes for consistent traffic flow, on-street parking in front of commercial spaces, and a slower,
more pedestrian-friendly realm at the edges alongside buildings. Though the image demonstrates the condition on both
sides of a corridor, this treatment can be installed on one side independent of the other.
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Retrofitting Existing Centers
The Toward Better Places document clearly illustrates the evolution of an existing activity center
from a strip shopping center into a sustainable pattern. By infilling with new buildings along the
drive aisles of large strip centers, a block structure is developed, and interesting streets - lined with
shops and residences rather parking lots - can emerge. A similar study was conducted for the study
area.

An image of the retrofit of
an existing shopping center
into a sustainable development pattern from the
Towards Better Places
plan. ImageSource: Dover
Kohl & Partners

The Station Area Plan
As requested by city staff, the station area plan
(located on page 21) was developed using transit-supportive design principles. The plan is
purely an illustrative exercise demonstrating a
potential result if redevelopment established an
interconnected, mixed-use, pedestrian-supportive environment. The plan proposes to recreate
the frontage condition of the US 41 corridor, establish new blocks and streets to improve access
to the intermodal station from surrounding
properties, and create an attractive residential
address to encourage mixed use. A fundamental
concept is that buildings with similar uses and
mass face each other. Fronts face fronts, and
transitions in density and intensity occur along
rear or side of properties. New buildings are
indicated by detailed rendered roofs.
December 2012

Areas inside the government center have well-designed
pedestrian routes.
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Key to the Station Area Plan
1 Enhanced Sidewalk Condition.
2 Slip Street/ Boulevard Condition

3

3 New Mixed Use Building

2

4 New Townhouses
2

5 New Single-family Houses

3

6 New Street Connection
7 New Park/ Plaza
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Government Center
The existing pattern of development accommodates some pleasant walking experiences internally, but it is also dominated by surface parking
lots. Adjoining development is disconnected in
a variety of ways. Some parcels allow one-way
traffic, some are pedestrian-only, and some are
fenced off to prevent adjacent access. Reinforcing certain drive aisles into “streets” could help
establish a clear block structure and reinforce
existing pedestrian and bicycle access points to
the new intermodal station. Though the complex is largely built out, in the event future development is needed, surface parking could be
consolidated into garages, allowing for additional development, which could be placed to
help enclose and reinforce these routes.

An image showing an area where people have created a
connection into the government center despite the fence.

Adjacent Redevelopment
As other, under-utilized parcels nearby redevelop, new connections between adjoining properties
are demonstrated to begin establishing an interconnected street network and cohesive block structure. In the event that large properties (like the Wal-Mart) are redeveloped, a new big box can be
accommodated in an urban condition with the parking consolidated in the building. The remaining
property, which would usually be covered by vast amounts of surface parking, could be developed
accommodating a wide range of uses and compatibly connecting to adjoining neighborhoods.

A new Target in Orlando lines the street, with parking located in the rear within
a structure. The other side of the street has mixed use buildings.
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Pasco County is located within the Tampa Bay Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which is projected to grow to become the 10th largest employment area in the U.S. over the next 25 years. The
MSA consists of a four-county area, including Hernando, Pasco, Pinellas, and Hillsborough and
has a population of approximately 2.5 million. Pasco County is in the process of a tremendous
amount of advanced planning to encourage TOD along its SR 54/56 corridor. The station area is
generally located at the intersection of SR 54/56 and Little Road.
History
Pasco County was officially formed in June of
1887 when Hernando County was divided into
three parts: the new Citrus County was established to the North; Hernando County remained
as the central third; and Pasco County was created from the southern third. The County was
named in honor of Samuel Pasco, President of
the 1885 Florida Constitutional Convention,
Speaker of the Florida House of Representatives
in 1887, and a two-term (1887-1899) U.S. senator from Florida. He resided in Monticello,
Florida near Tallahassee, and it is unclear if he
even visited the County that bears his name.
The original industries in the area were primarily agricultural and forest-related activities.
The citrus industry thrived with technological
advances in refrigeration and the arrival of the
Plant System railroad in 1887, which was part
of the Seaboard Rail system. Cattle ranching
was a significant economic driver and maintains
a presence to this day.

Pasco is bordered by Hernando County to the North,
the Gulf of Mexico to the west, Pinellas, Hillsborough,
and Polk Counties to the south. Pasco County is located directly north of Tampa, St. Petersburg, and
Clearwater, which are all major metropolitan areas.
Pasco County is within the Tampa Bay The county is
rapidly evolving into the place to live for those don't
mind commuting to employment. Image Source: Pasco
County Planning & Growth Management

The initial population centers followed the
transportation corridors. As such, the early economic centers were located in the eastern portion of the county near the rail line and US
Highway 301, which was a major roadway in
the County at the time. Dade City, the county
seat, was established in 1889 and is located in
the eastern part of the county.
The western portion of the county flourished in
the Florida housing boom of the 1920s. An influx of new residential growth occurred along
the Gulf coast. New Port Richey, the largest city
Florida TOD Guidebook

Cattlemen gather at the Starkey Ranch in 1951. Image
Source: scenicstarkeyranch.com
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in the county, was established in 1915, as was
its nearby neighbor, Port Richey. These cities
remain small to this day; New Port Richey’s
population is approximately 17,000 and Port
Richey’s population is roughly 3,300. Almost
95% of county residents live in the unincorporated area.
The county experienced significant population
growth in the 1960s. In addition to adding a
large number of retirees, the opening of Interstate 75 afforded Pasco County residents easy
access to Pinellas and Hillsborough counties for
employment and business needs. Compounded
by Pinellas County approaching full build-out
and the availability of more affordable housing
than in the northern counties, Pasco rapidly established a significant commuter population. In
2001, the opening of the Suncoast Parkway offered another connection to the Tampa area
from the center of Pasco County, which reduced
the commuting time to less than 30 minutes.
With Hillsborough County now approaching
build-out, Pasco continues to house a significant
amount of the regional workforce.
As a result of on-going growth, the regional
roadway network has become congested and is
projected to worsen significantly over time.
Limited alternatives exist to address severely
congested roadways. Changes in development
patterns, expanding transit systems, and balancing land uses have become important priorities
for Pasco County and the Tampa Bay region as
a whole.
Planning from a Regional Perspective
The Tampa Bay region is expected to grow by
2.0 million residents by 2030 and double in
population by the year 2050 to over 7 million
people. The effects of that growth will be transformative. In order to balance economic opportunities, transportation and mobility needs, and
protection of the Tampa Bay estuary and other
December 2012

Pasco has six cities: New Port Richey, Port Richey, Dade
City, San Antonio, St. Leo, and Zephyrhills. San Antonio
and St. Leo each have less than 700 residents. Dade City
is the County seat, though duplicate county government
offices and court facilities are located in the New Port
Richey area.

County

2000-2010
Growth Rate

State of Florida

17.6%

Pasco

34.8%

Hernando

32.1%

Pinellas (Built Out)

-.5%

Hillsborough

23.1%

Polk

24.4%

Manatee

22.3%

Sarastoa

16.4%

natural resources, the fundamental necessity for
regional collaboration was recognized at the
Tampa Bay Partnership’s Regional Leadership
Conferences. In 2005, a steering committee
was created to examine nearly 100 independent
vision and strategic plans and found no clear
sense of integration or regional vision.
In 2006, the Urban Land Institute (ULI) Tampa
Bay District recognized the importance this
need and partnered with the steering committee
and multiple public agencies, including the
Tampa Bay Estuary Program, Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council (TBRPC), and the
Southwest Florida Water Management District
to hold a “Reality Check.” In 2007, a one-day
exercise, Reality Check Tampa Bay, was held
with leaders and stakeholders from seven coun-
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ties that form the Tampa Region: Hernando,
Pasco, Polk, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Manatee,
and Sarasota. Diverse representatives including
the public, private, and not-for-profit/community sectors gathered and recommended decisions about where and how the region should
grow.
Reality Check successfully accomplished its
four tasks:
• Promote a region-wide awareness of the
projected growth
• Allocate projected housing and employment
growth between and among jurisdictions
• Recognize the legitimate points of view of
different stakeholders
• Lay the foundation for the development of
a concrete list of next steps to assure quality
growth to meet the region’s needs over the
coming decades

“Since 1997, the number of the region’s commuters crossing county lines to work increased by over 82,000 people. In 2000, more
than a quarter of a million people in the
Tampa Bay region were employed outside
their county of residence. In Pasco County
alone, nearly 60,000 people, or almost 45%
of the workforce, left the county every morning to their jobs.”
- Reality Check Tampa Bay Exercise
& Summary Report, May 2007

ONE BAY Regional Partners
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council
Tampa Bay Estuary Program
Southwest Florida Water Management District
Tampa Bay Partnership Regional Research &
Education Foundation

ONE BAY
ONE BAY is a Livable Communities Initiative
that continued the effort started by Reality
Check Tampa Bay in a multi-year, multi-agency
collaboration. ONE BAY defines a shared regional vision to guide projected growth, land
use, transportation, and environmental preservation in the seven county region. A diverse
collection of private and public leaders aligned
to facilitate a regional visioning process with the
goal of achieving a sustainable, high-quality
community. The process was conducted over 2
½ years, included a series of outreach efforts
and workshops, and counted over 10,000 participants.
The ONE BAY initiative focused the bay region
into a common vision for the natural and built
environments, mobility, economy, and energy.
The significant public outreach and process
helped define a clear direction:
“When considering the long-term impacts of
Florida TOD Guidebook
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Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA)
ULI Tampa Bay District Council

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ONE BAY Guiding Principles
Preserving natural resources
Balancing jobs and housing for an affordable quality of life.
Clustering higher-density developments
around transportation corridors.
Maximizing mobility using multi-modal
transportation.
Attracting higher-paying jobs and
strengthening economic-development
initiatives.
Preserving farmland and sustaining the
role of agriculture.
Promoting quality communities to create
a sense of place by uniquely clustering
higher-density mixed-use development,
organized around transportation corridors
December 2012
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continuing to grow as we have in the past, residents emphatically told us that “business as
usual” was no longer acceptable. Rather, they
wanted to focus on new patterns for development that ensured that our natural resources –
water quality and availability – were sustainable over the long-term. They want convenient
alternative transportation choices to the car.
They want jobs, especially jobs closer to home.
And finally, they want homes that fit their
lifestyle.”
TBARTA
Established by the Florida State Legislature in
July 2007, the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) is charged with implementing a Regional Transportation Master Plan
for Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee,

December 2012

Pasco, Pinellas, and Sarasota Counties. The
Master Plan provides a framework for a balanced transportation system throughout the
Tampa Bay area that will ultimately include
commuter rail, light rail, BRT, Express bus and
managed lanes, as well as a regional freight network.
In November 2010, Hillsborough County voters
overwhelmingly rejected a proposed 1-cent
sales tax increase to pay for the region's first
light rail system, as well as road expansions and
a doubling of the bus fleet. The margin was
roughly three to two against the proposal. As
Tampa’s business and civic leaders were strong
proponents of the “tax for tracks”, it seems that
the national economic downturn was a major
factor against the proposed funding mechanism.
The Master Plan update reflects this economic
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reality. Nonetheless, the benefit of coordinated regional movement and transit remains intact.
The TBARTA Master Plan recognizes the
role TOD will play in coordinating land use,
development and transit: “Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) around transportation
hubs is a way to create more livable, walkable neighborhoods by coupling a transit
connection with a mix of nearby offices, retail, and housing. By focusing many of our
daily activities within a quarter to half-mile
of a rail or major bus transit station, we can
enjoy a lifestyle with fewer car trips.”
TBARTA has a workgroup currently drafting a TOD Resource Guide to provide a
menu of options for local jurisdictions to use
to help define the type of TOD best suited
for them. All types promote compact neighborhoods with housing, jobs, shopping,
community services, and recreational opportunities within walking distance (1⁄4-mile to
1⁄2-mile) of future transit stations. It is important to note that the types are organized

TBARTA Transit Station Area Typologies. Image Source: www.tbarta.com
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following using Regional, Community, and
Neighborhood types, similar to the Framework
document, but the densities and intensities have
been customized into sub-types. The palette
does not link the mode of transit with the TOD
typology.
Pasco County
Public transportation services are provided by
the Pasco County Public Transportation
(PCPT). PCPT operates nine fixed bus routes
in Pasco County and paratransit service for
those persons unable to access transit service
because of a verifiable disability, environmental
barrier, or distance from a route. Bus service
currently operates Monday through Saturday
(including some holidays) from approximately
5 a.m. to 8 p.m. Headways are generally 60
minutes for all bus routes, with the exception of
Route 19, which has 30-minute headways.
The Ten-Year Priority Listing of Alternative Implementation in the Transportation Develop-

ment Plan anticipates increased transit service
throughout the County. In addition to several
new routes, all bus routes are planned to improve to 30-minute headways, with service on
US 19 improving to 15-minute headways. The
cross-country connector planned for SR 54/56
is an express service, which will serve the station area in this assessment.
Five Markets
In 2008, the Pasco Economic Development
Council initiated an agreement with the County
to bring in an advisory panel from the Urban
Land Institute to study the county’s growth and
economic potential. The ULI analysis noted
that Pasco has five distinctly different geographic areas and encouraged county government to treat them as such. The report, formally
titled “Pasco County, Florida: Planning and Organizing for Successful Economic Development” is now commonly referred to as the “5
Markets Plan” due this astute realization.

The ULI identified five distinct areas by consideration of cohesive market areas, land use patterns, the regional transportation options, and natural resource features. The market areas were adopted into the Comprehensive Plan and
form a framework for growth management policies. Image Source: Pasco County Planning & Growth Management.
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New Smart Pasco
The recommendations and vision in the Five
Markets Plan and the One Bay initiative form
the foundation of the “New Smart Pasco Market
Area Plan and Transit Oriented Development
Amendments” (New Smart Pasco). New Smart
Pasco creates a vision and goals supported by
implementation policies for each market area.
The current county population is concentrated
in the Western Market. The general direction is
to concentrate new development in the South
Market and to preserve the northern areas of the
county for green space and agriculture.
Several progressive planning tools have been
implemented to encourage a sustainable growth
pattern. An Urban Service Area/Transportation
Concurrency Exception Area was established to
encourage growth in the preferred locations of
the County. In the South Market, where new
development is anticipated, the County adopted
a TOD Overlay along the SR 54/56 corridor as
Florida TOD Guidebook

well as Transit Oriented Development Conceptual Locations and Standards. A recently
adopted multi-modal mobility fee is the newest
tool the County is using to promote smart
growth.
Pasco has undertaken an impressive amount of
planning along the SR 54/56 corridor to ensure
future redevelopment and greenfield development will establish a transit-supportive settlement pattern over time. The TOD Standards
adopted into the Comprehensive Plan define
Regional, Community, and Neighborhood TOD
station areas, with intensity levels categorized
into eight distinct station types. Since the
timetable for redevelopment will be affected by
a number of factors, including the needs and inclinations of individual land owners, a certain
amount of flexibility is built into the plan,
which positions the County and landowners to
respond to varying market forces over the long
term.
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To support the TOD Station
Types, the County has been
working with the IBI Group to
create design guidelines that
will inform Land Development
Code regulations. The Formbased Transit Center Overlay
Guidelines will aid in the creation of TOD in the largely
greenfield setting along SR
54/56. The document includes
techniques to focus most development within ¼-mile of the
stations, as well as street and
building design criteria, parking
solutions, and other site design
guidance.
New Mobility Fee

The Western Hub is permitted to have up to three TOD stations. The anticipated types are Regional stations. The plan allows less intensive stations, if
necessary, while maintaining the TOD pattern.

In 2011, Pasco County adopted a Multi-Modal Mobility Fee as another tool to implement the desired
planning concepts. Replacing the conventional transportation impact fee with a mobility fee allows
the County to assess capital costs for roads, transit, and bicycle/pedestrian facilities. The new fee
uses a tiered rate schedule offering lower fees in Urban Market Areas and requiring higher fees in
suburban and rural areas to allocate the impact to those making longer trip lengths engendered by
location. Uses that would expand the County’s job base, including office, industrial, and lodging
have preferred rates and if they are locating in an urban area, may be exempt. Development utilizing
sustainable patterns like Traditional Neighborhood Development/Town Centers (TND) and Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) are also afforded preferred rates.

Pasco County’s new multi-modal Mobility Fee provides an incentive to develop in the Urban
Service Area, which is shown in red.
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Pasco County

Neighborhood Center Place Type: Pasco
County:

Pasco

Local Agencies:

Community Development Division

Population:

464,697

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

34.8%

Median Age:

43.6

Longleaf, a traditional neighborhood development, is partially located within the
study area.

Median Annual Household Income: $44,228
Existing Transit Service

Bus, Paratransit Service

Planned Transit Service:

Six New Routes, Cross-County Connector/
SR 54, Evening Service, US 19 Express
Service, All Routes to 30-min Headways

Transit Agencies:

PCPT, TBARTA

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing:

1,721 jobs and units

Residential Units:

266 units

Gross Residential Density:

.20 du/ac.

Employment:

1,455 jobs

Employment per Acre:

1.1 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

5:1

Building Height By Stories

1-5 stories

Number of Intersections:

21

Block Perimeter:

N/A

Florida TOD Guidebook

The Transit Overlay includes many
parcels that will establish TOD on greenfield sites.
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TOD Strategies
The Pasco Station Typology organizes TOD under
Regional, Community,
and Neighborhood levels
of intensity, which are
generally consistent with
the Framework strategies.
The allocations of residential land use within the
proposed TODs are less
than those identified
within the Framework, reflecting Pasco County’s
prioritization of attracting
new employment opportunities within the transit
overlay area.
With the Comprehensive
Plan amendments in place
and the mobility fee encouraging new growth in
the best location, the
County is actively working to craft the land development regulations that
will shape these station
areas. The IBI Group is
assisting the Pasco County
Planning & Growth Management Department with
this step.

Pasco Station Typology Comparison
Regional Center Station Typology Comparison
Regional Center Subtype

FAR

Density

Land Use Mix

FL TOD Framework - Heavy Rail

4.0 - 6.0

85 -115 du/ac

35% Res
65% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - Commuter/Light Rail

2.0 -4.0

55 - 85 du/ac

45% Res
55% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - BRT/Bus

1.5 - 3.0

30 - 55 du/ac

Pasco County:
Regional Commercial

.3 - 1.25

20-30 du/ac

Pasco County
Regional Professional Service

.7 - 2.5

40-60 du/ac

Pasco County
Regional Mixed Use

.6 -1.35

40-60 du/ac

45% Res
55% Non-Res
20% Res
20% Com
60% Office
20% Res
20% Com
60% Office
30% Res
25% Com
45% Office

Community Center Station Typology Comparison
Community Center Subtype

FAR

Density

Land Use Mix

FL TOD Framework - Heavy Rail

4.0 - 6.0

60 -80 du/ac

45% Res
55% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - Commuter/Light Rail

2.0 -4.0

40 - 60 du/ac

45% Res
55% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - BRT/Bus

1.0 - 2.0

10 - 20 du/ac

Pasco County:
Community Commercial

.3 - 1.25

10-20 du/ac

Pasco County
Community Professional Service

.7 - 2.5

10-20 du/ac

Pasco County
Community Mixed Use New Town/Village

.6 -1.35

10-20 du/ac

Pasco County
Community Business Commerce Park

.15-.50

45% Res
55% Non-Res
20% Res
45% Com
35% Office
20% Res
20% Com
60% Office
60% Res
20% Com
20% Office

10-20 du/ac

20% Res
20% Com
35% Office
20% Industrial

Neighborhood Center Station Typology Comparison

The “Form-based Transit
Center Overlay Planning”
report by IBI Group and
Pasco County Planning &
Growth Management contains a wealth of information to guide the County as
SR 54/56 corridor develops. The document includes form-based station
Florida TOD Guidebook

Neighborhood Center Subtypes

FAR

Density

Land Use Mix

FL TOD Framework - Heavy Rail

1.5 - 2.0

15 -20 du/ac

75% Res
25% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - Commuter/Light Rail

1.0 - 1.5

12-15 du/ac

75% Res
25% Non-Res

FL TOD Framework - BRT/Bus

.5 - 1.0

10-12 du/ac

Pasco County - Neighborhood

.6 - 1.35

20-30 du/ac

C-145

75% Res
25% Non-Res
80% Res
10% Com
10% Office
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typologies ranging in scale and intensity, an overview of national examples of TOD Best Practices,
and urban design guidelines to ensure the built environment will establish a TOD pattern. The
report analyzes the existing conditions of the subject station area, the western-most TOD of the
three planned for the “Western Hub.”

The Western Hub is permitted to have up to three TOD stations. The anticipated types are Regional in scale and intensity; however, the structure of the plan is flexible, allowing less intense stations, if market forces change overtime. Image
Source: IBI Group and Pasco County Planning & Growth Management Department.

Connectivity & Street Networks
One of the biggest challenges in developing TOD in largely undeveloped areas is establishing a
street and block structure where little or none exist. Pasco has the good fortune of having longterm landowners who are clearly good stewards of their land. As such, the internal block structure
that will result through development is likely to be successful in providing multi-modal access to
stations. As evidenced in the image of the Western Hub above, development has occurred in the
adjacent parcels, including several schools and residential developments. Inter-connections to these
types of developments outside of the arterial roadway can be challenging in such instances, and
ensuring connections to adjoining undeveloped parcels requires cooperative coordination.
Pasco County Planning and Growth Management staff is working to help ensure an interconnected
street network evolves over time to maximize access to transit. Some precedent exists for this type
of planning in other areas of the state. St. Lucie County conducted a holistic plan for an 18,000acre undeveloped area that included coordinating with multiple land owners to lay out a “Future
December 2012
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Street Network” for the main thoroughfares,
supported by land development regulations that
require street and trail connections among adjacent developments. Sarasota County underwent a later initiative, adopting regulations that
ensure compatibility using a transect-based
code.
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Fly-O
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58th Koblegard Rd.

New East-West Rd.

Johnston Rd.

New East-West Rd.

43rd

New East-West Rd.

Russakis Rd.

“The interconnected network of streets must
extend into adjoining areas except where the
general infill goal of integration with surrounding uses is deemed inappropriate for a
particular infill site by the Board of County
Commissioners during the … approval
process. Street stubs must be provided to adjoining undeveloped areas to accommodate
future street connectivity.”

Immokolee Rd.

Seminole Rd.

Section 6.11.5.h.1.ii of the
Sarasota County Code

Keen Rd.

Kings Hwy.

Emerson Ave.

-

St. Lucie Blvd

The map identifies the approximate location, type and scale of the proposed street network of the future
transportation network. The intent of this map is to show the general vicinity of major roads and intersections. These locations are not precisely site specific.The proposed street network supports the transportation concurrency strategy for the overall area. Not providing for this network will require a review
of the overall transportation network and concurrency strategy for the TVC area.

Proposed 2-lane roads
Proposed 4-lane roads
Proposed by 2050

The Future Street Network coordinates planned thoroughfares within an undeveloped area with multiple property
owners; adopted as part of the Towns, Villages, & Countryside project in St. Lucie County.

A study of a potential street and block structure for the Western Hub developed by County staff.
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Neighborhood Centers
The “Form-based Transit Center Overlay Planning” report offers guidance for crafting successful
Neighborhood Centers. One key recommendation is to allocate the residential units on the site
such that the majority is concentrated around the station. The report recommends locating 65% of
the residential units within ¼-mile of the station (approximately 125 acres of the site), allowing
the remaining 35% to be distributed on the remaining 375 acres. This strategy accomplishes a
number of endeavors. Development will be compact on the site, with most residents living within
a 5-minute walk of the station. A diversity of housing types inevitably will result, which both serves
a broad range of people and allows developers to offer a range of lot sizes and unit types.

© Pasco County Planning & Growth Management

A study of a potential build-out scenario of part of the Western Hub developed by Pasco County Planning and Growth
Management staff. A strong understanding of placemaking principles is clearly evident in the physical form of the illustrated development pattern.
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Rural Transit and TOD
Establishing viable transit and TOD within a
rural context presents unique challenges and opportunities compared to other place types. It is
more difficult in many rural areas to meet the
mobility needs for these small populations. In
agriculturally-based communities, satellite
transportation links to adjacent communities
may be necessary to expand residents’ economic
prospects. As job opportunities in agricultural
communities decline for a host of reasons (e.g.,
increased mechanization in agricultural production; the effects of greening, canker, and South
American competition on citrus production), a
growing number of residents may need access
to other areas for employment. Transit schedules and connections to commuter transit services must be coordinated to ensure adequate
access to areas with potential jobs. While largescale TOD projects are not likely to occur in
rural areas in the near future, focusing development proposals around existing nodes on established transportation corridors, rather than
allowing new growth to sprawl haphazardly
across the countryside, may eventually warrant
the application of TOD principles in these communities.
A rural community is typically characterized by
a small concentrated population located within
an area dominated by agricultural or natural
landscape at its edges. For the purposes of this
analysis, both the character and the station area
measures helped identify a “rural” context. The
station area measures were anticipated to have
density, intensity, and employment measures
consistent with a Neighborhood Center, but one
that exists as a single center in the landscape. A
fundamental requirement for each place type in
this analysis is the existence of a premium transit stop. For a premium transit stop to be available in a rural condition, a nexus of some sort
must occur: a crossroad with a heavily travelled
corridor that could support premium commuter
Florida TOD Guidebook

A premium transit stop is a train station or
the convergence of at least three bus routes.
transit or a train station with active passenger
rail service, which may have provided, at one
time, the primary means of access to the area.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, many railroad
companies, including the Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad, Florida East Coast Railway, Seaboard
Air Line Railroad, and Southern Railway networked across Florida, contributing greatly to
the economic development of the state. At the
time, these railroads flourished by bringing vacationers to Florida and carrying citrus crops to
the northern states. What may come as a surprise to some is the legacy of premium access
to rural communities that occurs throughout the
state as a result of the large role railroads played
in Florida’s development. Places such as Sebring, Okeechobee, Palatka, Deland, and Sanford have active passenger train service today.
The occurrence of a premium transit stop creates the potential to economically enhance the

A 1914 map of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad network.
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dream city. Mr. Sebring conceived of a unique
radial plan with a park as the central focal point
for his lakeside community. Developers were
instructed to plant a citrus tree in every lot, and
property was offered for little or no cost to various Christian denominations wishing to locate
churches in his town. Initial access to the area
was provided by the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad.

“When the 1920s ended, the railway map of
Florida stood at its greatest extent – some
6,500 miles (double tracks, yards, branches,
and sidings included) compared to the 2,800
or so that are in service today.”
– Gregg Turner
(Florida Railroads in the 1920s, 2005)

community. Riders of inter-city trains could be
lured into extended visits to dine, shop, and visit
local attractions. Retirees and part-time residents seeking winter relief are still settling in
Florida and may find train access to be a welcome option to driving between other cities or
states. Rural communities with premium stops
typically have areas of urbanity at their centers
(the “downtown”) where business is conducted
and opportunities to interact exist. With appropriate planning and design, a rural downtown could accommodate higher densities and
the mix of uses characterized by TOD and still
transition compatibly to the community’s predominant edge condition.

Sebring, located in Highlands County, is a Rural
TOD place type. Sebring was founded in 1911
by George Sebring, a pottery manufacturer from
Ohio, who purchased the land to build his

The city flourished with Florida’s land boom of
the 1920s, largely facilitated by the luxurious
rail access provided by the Seaboard Air Line
Railroad “Orange Blossom Special.” A variety
of business endeavors succeeded in this era, including cattle ranching, citrus production, and
the establishment of Harder Hall, a large winter
resort and golf course. By the late 1920s, the
Florida land boom had ended, stalling growth
across the state. In 1930, the area's economy
was given a huge boost by the development of
Highlands Hammock State Park and the establishment of Hendricks Field, a WW-II US
Army/Air Force B-17 pilot school. The Sebring
Regional Airport is now located on Hendricks
Field. In the 1950s, international endurance car
racing began at the airport using excess runways. The world renowned “12 Hours of Sebring” remains the oldest road race of its kind
in North America and attracts more than
100,000 people each year.

A view of Sebring’s signature circular park.
Photo credit: Google Earth submitted by leon_gek

The “Grand Lady on the Little Lake Jackson,” owned by
the City, is the focus of a revitalization proposal.

Sebring
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Today, the City of Sebring has a demographic
comprised of an older, less affluent population
than the norms for the state. The city has 10,780
people, with about 35,000 living within the general vicinity. The population growth was only
8.5% between 2000 and 2010, which is lower
than the Highlands County growth rate (13.1%)
and only half of the overall state of Florida rate
of 17.6%. Sebring has an older population with
a median age of 50 years compared to the state’s
median age of 39 years. The median annual
household income in Sebring is $28,328 compared to the state’s median of $47,450. A consumer spending analysis conducted on behalf of
the Sebring Community Redevelopment

Agency (CRA) indicates County residents
spend more than the national average on prescription drugs and health care, which coincides
with the advanced age of the population.
Downtown Sebring is located on the northwest
side of Lake Jackson. US Highway 27 serves
as a major north-south transportation route
through Highlands County. This six-lane highway is a popular truck route bisecting the state,
linking I-4 in Orlando to I-75 near Miami.
Since the highway bypasses Sebring, it has both
protected the downtown from the negative impacts of high traffic volumes, but the highway
has also captured the major retail and workplace

Florida Hospital
Heartlands

Wal-Mart US 27

Amtrak Station
Sebring Circle
Lakeshore Mall
US 17
Sebring
Prkwy

Highlands
Medical Center

Highlands Hammock
State Park

US 27 passes by Sebring, which has both protected the downtown from negative impacts of
traffic and also encouraged several major employers to ocate outside of the city center.
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investment that has occurred in the area. The
Lake Shore Mall and the Wal-Mart provide the
major local shopping options. The largest private sector employers, Wal-mart and Florida
Hospital’s Heartland and Highlands Regional
Medical Center, are also located along US 27.
Recent expansion of Sebring Parkway to a divided highway, which skirts the downtown to
the east, created another higher-speed alternative to traveling through the heart of the city.

Regional Draws to Sebring
“12 Hours of Sebring”
Highlands Hammock State Park
Highlands County Sports Complex
Amtrak Service
County Seat & County Government Services

The benefit of the city’s isolation from the highway is that the downtown remains a quaint, attractive place. Sebring is the county seat and,
accordingly, contains a large amount of government services and employment within the
downtown area. The shops and dining options
that exist within the downtown core are small,
local businesses, some of which have suffered
from the recent national recession. The CRA
and City have been working hard to revitalize
the downtown area, which has potential to draw
both new tourists and residents, given its proximity to the surrounding regional attractions and
its genuine, small town urban character.
“Boomers want to live in a walkable urban
downtown, a suburban town center or a
small town, according to a recent survey by
the National Association of Realtors.”
– Christopher Leinberger
“The Death of the Fringe Suburb”
New York Times, November 25, 2011

Passenger rail service to the town still exists
using the original train station, which is now a
nationally registered historic building. The Amtrak Silver Meteor and Silver Star routes serve
Sebring daily. This train line can take riders
across the state to West Palm Beach, south to
Miami, or north through Florida and all the way
to New York.
Amtrak Service Map
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Sebring Aerial

Sebring is located in Highlands County.
* Since the daily Amtrak train service is
the key transit access point for the city,
and given the lack of daily, local transit,
the City requested the study area be adjusted to focus on the core of the downtown while maintaining the station within
the quarter-mile radius area.

*

Rural TOD Place Type: City of Sebring
County:

Highlands

Local Agencies:

Sebring CRA

Population:

10,780

2000-2010 Growth Rate:

8.5%

Median Age:

50

Median Annual Household Income: $28,328
Existing Transit Service

Amtrak, limited on-demand bus service

Planned Transit Service

None

Transit Agencies:

Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged

A view of the “City on the Circle.”

1/2-Mile Station Area Measures
Jobs & Housing

4,270

Residential Units:

961

Gross Residential Density:

1.7 du/ac.

Employment:

3,309 jobs

Employment per Acre:

6 jobs/ac.

Jobs to Housing Ratio

3.4:1

Building Height By Stories

Generally 1 to 2, up to 11

Number of Intersections:

173 (approximately 250/sq. mi.)

Block Perimeter:

1,400 to 3,300 ft.

Florida TOD Guidebook

Amtrak serves the Sebring Train Station.
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Block Structure

Sebring
Middle
School

The Block Structure analysis clearly depicts George Sebring’s purposeful radial design. Blocks have a pedestrianfriendly scale throughout most of the study area. The typical block perimeter is roughly 1,400 feet, though Sebring
Middle School, located between the Circle Park and Sebring Parkway, occupies a block with a perimeter of 3,300
feet. The street network is well-connected with 173 intersections within the study area, allowing traffic to easily disperse and for most roads to be only two or three lanes in width. Ridgewood Drive (US 17) funnels visitors into the
heart of the downtown, while Sebring Parkway, the newest and widest thoroughfare in the study area, provides a fastmoving alternative, which bypasses the downtown.
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Figure Ground

The Figure Ground analysis illustrates the urban definition of the historic Circle Park and Commerce Avenue, which
is the city’s original main street. The denser city fabric is concentrated in the core of the city, along the streets radiating
from the circle. Center Avenue, which links the train station to the center, is not framed by buildings between Mango
Street and Sebring Parkway, suggesting an urban condition that is spatially less defined. The Amtrak train station is
surrounded by sparse development at the outskirts of the downtown, reflecting its role as an inter-city transit service
rather than a local or daily transit provider.
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Existing Land Use

Sebring
Middle
School

First United
Methodist
Church
Highlands County
Sports Complex

Public
Library
Little
Theater
City Hall
Highlands
Clerk of
Court
Highlands
Tax
Collector

Sebring
High
School

Highlands County
Fair Grounds

The Existing Land Use analysis indicates a large amount of Institutional
uses within the southeast quadrant of the station area, consistent with
Sebring’s role as the county seat. Other institutional uses include a
middle school, high school, and regional sports complex. Churches
are scattered throughout the city, reflecting the town founder’s initial
encouragement for religious organizations to settle in the town. Most
commercial activity is along Ridgewood Drive (US 17), the main
through thoroughfare. Industrial uses are located in the northern portion of the study area.
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Future Land Use
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The Future Land Use plan illustrates the City and County FLU designations. The downtown area has been assigned a Downtown Mixed Use
Redevelopment classification, which appropriately accommodates a wide
range of uses, including retail, office, institutional, and residential. A small
amount of settlement east of Highlands Avenue illustrates a development
pattern common in Florida as isolated areas of residential uses have
begun to replace land previously allocated for agriculture.
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Existing Residential Units
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121 du/ac
Rose A
ve

32 du/ac

8 du/ac

As illustrated in the Existing Residential Units map, the study area does not contain a large concentration of residential units. 1000 units is the minium threshold for bus service, yet only 961
units are located within a half-mile of the station. Residences are mostly single-family houses
located in the Washington Heights neighborhood or in small neighborhoods near Magnolia and
Rose Avenues. Larger projects have generally occurred along the shores of Lake Jackson on
land with water views. East of Highlands Avenue, a new development was built comprised of
one cul-de-sac street of single-family houses.
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Residential Density
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The residential density study reveals an overall density of 1.7 units per acre in the study area. This low concentration
of residences does not support regular, local transit service. Increasing the residential density of the downtown area
is identified as a goal in The Downtown Market Analysis & Marketing Plan prepared for Sebring by Swan Advisors,
which advises “residents of downtowns, big and small, like to shop where they live.” The plan suggests adding both
mixed-income and market-rate residences as part of the effort to revitalize downtown Sebring.
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Non-Residential Intensity

Sebring
Middle
School

Highlands
Clerk of
Court
Highlands
Tax
Collector

The non-residential intensity study reveals public uses - a middle school and County municipal buildings - as sites with
the most intense development in the study area. The intensity of other large municipal offices is evident along Commercial Avenue. Smaller lots with greater development intensity are generally concentrated near the center of the city.
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Employment Intensity

The employment analysis indicates approximately six jobs-per-acre within the study area. This number is well below
the minimum threshold of ten jobs-per-acre identified as the station area measure needed to support bus service within
a neighborhood center. However, the jobs to housing ratio is 2.2:1 within the quarter-mile radius and 3.4:1 within the
half-mile study area. This ratio suggests a strong balance between jobs and housing, and the potential for providing additional residences near existing employment opportunities. To improve the transit-supportive character of Sebring, a
next step for the City may be studying the appropriate housing type and price points to market downtown living.
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Transit Service

The transit analysis shows that downtown Sebring is serviced solely by inter-city passenger rail. Amtrak reported 18,951
boardings and alightings at the Sebring station in FY 2010. The combined employment and residential units yields
4,261, which falls into a Neighborhood Center/ Bus service range. However, regular local service has not been determined to be fiscally supportable. City staff reported that a private, on-demand transit service was recently unsustainable.
According to the 2004 CRA Master Plan Update by RMPK Group, transportation costs account for the largest area of
annual household expenditure. Coupled with the older age of the population, this information suggests cost-effective
alternatives to the automobile could be beneficial to the community.
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Opportunities & Constraints

Opportunity: Design new drainage area to provide a
green amenity for the neighborhood.

Opportunity: Infill redevelopment and new parks in
Washington Heights neighborhood.

Constraint: Sebring Parkway is a fast moving, sixlane highway that does not establish a sense of arrival to the city and impedes pedestrian access to the
downtown from the train station & sports complex.

Opportunity: Improve connectivity of Washington
Heights neighborhood to the downtown and station
area.
Constraint: Dead end roads limit access
and circulation.

Opportunity: Downtown Sebring offers retail,
dining, and a pleasant environment for visitors.

Constraint: North-south access limited by
railroad corridor.

Constraint: Center Avenue does not have a superior
pedestrian environment. Opportunity: Improve link
from station and sports complex to the downtown and
waterfront with streetscape improvements.
Opportunity: Redevelop station area in a form that
links the station and sports complex to the downtown
and waterfront.

Florida TOD Guidebook

Opportunity: Attract visitors to sports complex into the downtown.
Opportunity: New mixed use development in a
pedestrian and bicycle-friendly form that connects
Washington Heights, the station, and sports complex.
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Avenue should be considered when redevelopment occurs.

TOD Strategies
Sebring is likely to continue growing at a fairly
slow pace, attracting an older, largely retiree
population. In order to maximize the benefits
of passenger rail serving the city and to facilitate new local transit options moving forward,
several recommendations are offered that
largely echo and augment ongoing City and
CRA efforts.
Announce Arrival
As emphasized in the CRA Master Plan Update,
drivers traveling on US 27 can easily miss the
downtown. Improving signage at critical junctions like US 17 and the newly widened Sebring
Parkway is necessary. Once traveling on Sebring Parkway, reinforcing the nearby presence
of the downtown should be considered using
gateway features at Center Avenue and Lemon
Avenue. These gateways will also welcome
Amtrak riders to the downtown as well.

Streetscape Improvements
Improving the streetscapes of Sebring Parkway
and Center Avenue could enhance access between the west and east sides of Sebring Parkway for citizens, visually reinforce routes
linking visitors and riders to downtown businesses, and generally establish a more attractive
pedestrian and bicycle-friendly environment.
Sebring Parkway is designed as a downtown
bypass route, but it has the potential to facilitate
access to downtown without reducing the roadway’s capacity for through traffic. Currently,
the street design does not calm traffic speeds
when passing through more populated nodes.
The section between Violet Avenue and Lemon
Street travels between a middle school, the train
station, and the Washington Heights neighborhood. Minor adjustments in this area could better accommodate pedestrians.

Turn Riders into Customers
Amtrak access is a regional draw with nearly
19,000 people boarding and alighting at the station. The link from the station into downtown
is weak and bifurcated by the high-speed traffic
design of Sebring Parkway. The city could be
attracting overnight tourists or, at least, diners
on the way to and from the station. Currently,
the La Quinta on US 27 and the Kenilworth
Lodge, located just outside of the study area, are
the closest lodging options to the station. La
Quinta markets itself as lodging for tournaments
at the Highlands County Sports Complex, and
it is easy to move between the two venues via
Sebring Parkway without engaging the downtown. In addition to the Marketing Plan suggestion to coordinate with the hotels to raise
awareness of downtown businesses, physically
improving the link between the Sports Complex, the station, and the downtown via Center
December 2012

Without changing the existing drainage, the
Center Avenue intersection could be restructured into a three-lane section, similar to the
current configuration at Lemon Avenue. This
change would allow the median to expand, creating an area of refuge for pedestrians making
east-west crossings. A colored, textured crosswalk would visually remind drivers to accommodate people utilizing the intersection.
Installing canopy trees along the parkway
would significantly improve the aesthetics of
the street. Regularly spaced shade trees planted
along the multi-use path and within the median
would beautify both the drive and the ride. Bordering the middle school, a planting strip exists
for most of the perimeter of the school. Installing shade trees would provide some protection from the sun for students walking from the
Washington Heights neighborhood. At the Cen-
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ter Avenue intersection, the planting strip gives way to
accommodate a right-turn lane. In this area, in coordination with the school board, shade trees could be installed along the fence on the school property. If the
entire fence line could be planted, the result would be
quite dramatic.

5
1

2

2
3
4

3

3

3

1

2

2
TOP: Existing Sebring Parkway-Center Avenue Intersection
BOTTOM: Proposed Sebring Parkway-Center Avenue Intersection
1 Expand median to create area of refuge for pedestrians.
2 Plant canopy trees in the median, along sidewalks & multi-use path.
3 Utilize textured, colored crosswalks to reinforce pedestrian realm.
4 Install gateway entry feature.
5 Coordinate with school board to plant trees along fence.
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Center Avenue is the most direct link from the
station and sports complex to the downtown
core. Along this street, single-family houses
face a school, followed by churches and businesses as one moves towards the circle. Minor
changes could beautify the area and improve the
pedestrian experience. The Center Avenue/ Sebring Parkway intersection is one location identified for a gateway feature. This feature could
be composed of a combination of signage, garden architecture, and landscaping.
Center Avenue has a varied street section between the circle and Sebring Parkway. In front
of the Sebring Middle School, the north side of
the street has a planting strip that is too narrow
to install shade trees between the back of curb
and the sidewalk. A narrow grassy area also exists in front of the school’s fence. If the sidewalk was moved along the school fence, the
grassy areas could be combined to create a
wider planting strip and accommodate shade
trees between walking students and moving vehicles. By combining these areas, pedestrians
could be shielded from both the sun and traffic.
Moving westward, the current street seems to

have excess asphalt that could be reshaped into
a formal on-street parking lane along the school,
providing a queuing area during school drop-off
and pick-up hours and parking in other times.
Utilizing curb returns to capture the parking
areas and entry ways would create areas for additional landscaping.
Support Downtown Infill Projects
Focused efforts should be made to support
downtown infill projects, particularly residential and lodging proposals. To date, the larger
projects have been on parcels with water views.
When new projects are proposed, the best
downtown streets should be reinforced by attractive buildings, rather than parking lots or
blank walls. Sebring’s strong grid system can
easily accommodate a wide range of uses and
buildings. In order to maintain the walkability
and attractiveness of the core, the main building
entrances should face the primary streets, allowing residents and shoppers to easily engage the
downtown. Parking should be located to the
side or rear of buildings or face streets considered secondary to the more attractive routes.

1
3

2

4
5

TOP: Existing Center Avenue. BOTTOM: Center Avenue with proposed streetscape improvements: 1 Re-located sidewalk,
2 Expanded planting strip with canopy trees, 3 Formal parking/queuing lane; 4 New crosswalk; 5 New curb, planting strip
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Public Works as Neighborhood Amenities

Follow the City’s Established Character

When necessary improvements like new
drainage areas are constructed, the detailing of
the edge conditions can be designed so that the
areas function as neighborhood amenities, as
well as utility enhancements.

New development should use the city’s original
settlement pattern as a guide. The area around
the station and to the east of Sebring Parkway
currently has one newer, isolated development
of houses. As more of these types of proposals
come forward, the city has the opportunity to
expand in a manner that builds upon its existing
character. The city should promote a mix of
uses and housing types and secure sites for new
parks. New development could extend and enhance the interconnected street network that
links to the downtown, thereby knitting the city
together and building on its unique, signature
assets.

One design option creates a naturalistic edge
using a gentle slope to provide a large bank area
with littoral zones that maximize water quality.
The slope of the land should be shallow enough
to allow safe pedestrian access without the need
of barrier fencing(approximately one foot of
vertical change for every 10 feet of horizontal
distance). Incorporating a surrounding path
with lights, shade trees, and benches creates a
parklike setting.
Another design option is to create a terraced
edge. This landscape treatment works well for
retention areas that are either dry for long periods throughout the year, allowing for the dual
use of the area as park land, or wide enough to
accommodate side banks that can be sculpted to
ensure safe pedestrian access. The area from
the water’s edge landward should be fairly level
to gently sloping for at least 15 feet, and elevation changes necessary to connect to the adjacent sidewalk are accommodated by terraces. A
surrounding path with lights, shade trees, and
benches creates a parklike setting.

The existing Downtown Mixed Use Redevelopment FLU will help guide future development consistent with TOD. For example, in the
illustration of potential development around the
station on the following page, a small plaza on
the corner provides a place to wait surrounded
by mixed-use buildings. The street networks
link to the Highlands Sports Complex to facilitate access between the venues and into the
downtown. New infill development lines Highlands Avenue, establishing a cohesive link to
Washington Heights using a neighborhood
structure consistent with the character of original Sebring. A wide range of housing types
could be accommodated, including single-fam-

A gentle slope edge condition around water retention.

A terraced edge condition around a lake in Miami.
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ily, townhouses, multi-family and assisted living facilities. Lodging options could also be considered as tournament players currently stay at the La Quinta on US 27 or at the Kenilworth Lodge,
which is just outside of the ½-mile study area.
TOD Infill Proposal
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Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
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The proposed new neighborhood is comprised of streets and blocks consistent in design with the original plan of
Sebring. It has a mix of uses and housing types, accommodating multi-family, assisted living, townhouses, and single-family homes as well as mixed-use near the station.
1 The plan proposes improved circulation that interconnects the train station with surrounding properties. A formal
park reflects the civic importance of the historic building, and provides a second drop-off and on-street parking.
2 A small plaza surrounded by mixed-use buildings demarcates the entryway to the station and provides opportunities to buy drinks, lunch, or sundry items. Parking is located on-street or behind the buildings.
3 New parks are integrated into the neighborhood design. Parks are lined by streets and the fronts of buildings to
ensure public access and to provide natural oversight and surveillance of the spaces.
4 The street network is an extension of and link to existing city streets.
5 A trail links existing development to a new park.
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